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Background: There is an increase in popularity with the integration of three-
dimensional visualizer technology into the teaching and learning environment 
with the goal of increasing modality of learning, motivate student learning, and 
improve learning outcomes. Most of the literature focuses on usability, user 
preference and user acceptance with a few exploring the effectiveness in short-
term educational outcomes. Even fewer have investigated the long-term 
outcomes of using such three-dimensional learning tools with the longest 
studies for retention being only a week in length when using mixed reality 
learning tools.  
Aims: The first aim is to compare the short-term outcome of the learning tools 
and explore optimal learner conditions. The second aim was to fill the 
mentioned gap in the literature of long-term retention and optimal learner 
conditions by investigating one-month long nominal and spatial outcomes of 
mixed reality (MR) learning tools compared to three-dimensional monoscopy 
(3DM) and textbook style learning tools. The final aim is to quantitatively and 
qualitatively explore and compare the usability and user preference of the 
learning tools provided. 
Methods: Fifty-two second-year medical students (n = 52) from the University 
of Otago were recruited and randomly assigned into one of three groups: text-
only group, 3DM group, and MR group. The experiment was split into two 
sessions. In the first session, participants learnt from their assigned learning 
tool then an anatomy test was completed immediately afterward. Their 
demographic data, academic ability, psychometric abilities, minute-by-minute 
EEG data, minute-by-minute observed learning action was also collected. The 
second session occurred a month later with the participants completing the 
same anatomy test (in a random order). Their user preference, usability 
responses and feedback were collected. To achieve the first aim, a one-way 
ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis was conducted using the short-term 
anatomy test performance and bivariate correlations between the anatomy test 
performance. The second aim was completed using a mixed ANOVA with 
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis to investigate the within-and-between group 
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effects and comparisons. The psychometric abilities were correlated with the 
short-term and long-term anatomy tests to investigate optimal learner 
conditions when using the specific learning tools. Finally, the third aim was 
examined using descriptive data (questionnaire and EEG data) as well as open 
qualitative responses from participants. 
Results: Text-only group and 3DM group were found to have significantly 
higher nominal learning performance compared to the mixed reality group (p < 
0.001; p = 0.008; respectively). However, these effects disappeared after a 
month, and the text-only group had a significant decline in nominal knowledge 
(p < 0.001) and the 3DM group had a significant decline in both nominal (p < 
0.001) and spatial knowledge (p = 0.04); while the MR group showed no 
significant decline. The EEG data, questionnaire and open responses from 
participants showed the use of the MR learning tool compared to the textbook 
style and 3DM learning tools had increased engagement, awakeness, 
immersion, excitement, enjoyment, and was easier to understand the text and 
2D images. 
Conclusion: This study, to our knowledge, was the first of its kind to compare 
MR, 3DM and textbook-style learning tools qualitatively and quantitively in 
long-term retention over a month. This was also the first to use EEG to explore 
the participants awakeness while using the MR learning tool compared to when 
using textbook style or 3DM learning tools. Short-term benefits of MR are 
increased motivation and awakeness of students; while the long-term benefits 
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The aim of this research was to investigate the short-term and long-term 
retention abilities for nominal and spatial knowledge in anatomy by comparing 
various learning tools (text, three-dimensional (3D) monoscopy and 
holograms) and to explore user perception of these learning tools. 
The research questions this project investigates are: 
1. To investigate if there are any benefits or disadvantages in using 3D 
visualizers as an adjuvant to textbook materials on influencing short-
term memory acquisition rates of different anatomical knowledge 
aspects. 
2. To investigate if there are any benefits in using 3D visualizers as an 
adjuvant to textbook materials on influencing long-term memory 
retention rates of different anatomical knowledge aspects. 
3. What are the differences in participant usability and the perception of 
the learning tools (text, 3DM, and MR)? 
In order to answer these questions, I will need to explore the literature on 3D 
visualization learning tools, their current uses, and how different types of 
memory or learning could be benefitted using these learning tools. To begin, 
this chapter provides an explanation of key concepts which will be discussed 
and the overview of three-dimensional visualization learning tools and their 
affordances. Then specific learning tools (three-dimensional monocopy, 
augmented reality, and mixed reality) will also be investigated for their ability 
to aid with nominal knowledge learning, spatial knowledge learning, long-term 
retention of nominal or spatial knowledge, user acceptance, accessibility for the 
classroom environment, and other learning-tool specific benefits or challenges. 
1.1 Explanation of Key concepts 
‘Nominal’ type knowledge in this paper refers to the information related to 
names of specific structures or pathologies. ‘Spatial’ type knowledge refers to 
the three-dimensional relationships and association between various anatomical 
structures. ‘Integrability’ refers to the acceptance from students and teachers of 
the learning tool as well as if there is sufficient support for the teachers or 
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facilitators to use the particular technology. ‘Accessibility’ refers to the 
possibility of distributing the specific learning tool to a wider population that is 
outside the classroom environment. 
1.2 Three‐dimensional Visualization Learning Tools 
Three-dimensional (3D) Visualization learning tools are tools which allow the 
user to perceive virtual or real objects (2D or 3D) in a virtual or real 
environment. Some displays can interact with the user in real-time while others 
play as a non-interactable animation. 
There are different types of 3D Visualisation learning tools including virtual 
reality (VR), simulators, 3D virtual worlds, virtual avatars, haptic technologies, 
3D printing, and video animation. However, in this project, only 3D 
monoscopy (laptop with 3D models), augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality 
(MR) will be discussed due to their user interactivity and the user being in a 
real environment which allows for increased learner engagement and 
immersion as seen in several previous studies (1-3). 
A common way of categorizing or describing different types of technology-
enhanced 3D visualizer tools is the use of the reality-virtuality continuum 
developed by Milgram and Kishino (Figure 1) (4). This continuum is a 
spectrum between tools facilitating 3D visualization in real environments and 
virtual environments. The real environment describes our natural environment 
in which we interact with daily while the virtual environment is a digitally 
constructed and experienced space. 
 
Figure 1 – Adapted from Milgram's reality-virtuality continuum (4) 
However, due to the increasing number of new technologies, this categorization 
is largely grouped into VR, AR, and MR. In this project, the categories are 
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further categorized within Figure 2 where the two axes; (a) categorizes the type 
of environment the visualizer facilitates and (b) how the visualizer is perceived 
by the user. Monoscopy refers to having a screen or window-like display to 
perceive the virtual environment or object; for example, a computer monitor 
displaying a 3D model that can be rotated by the mouse is an example of a 3D 
Monoscopy (3DM). Stereoscopic refers to exploiting the slight image 
difference in each eye to perceive virtual information. Examples of stereoscopy 
are head-mounted displays where the user wears goggle-like devices to display 
slightly different digital images in each eye. 
 Extended Reality (XR) 
 Virtual Environments Real environments 
Monoscopic 3D Monoscopy (3DM) AR Monoscopy (ARM) 
Stereoscopic VR - Head Mounted Display 
(HMD) 
AR HMD 
Figure 2 - Separating the types of 3D Visualizers based on environment type and how 
it is perceived by the user. 
1.2.1 Affordances 
It has been suggested that new modalities of learning should create new 
experiences which otherwise could not be experienced through traditional 
means (5). As well, to maximize the effectiveness of outcomes through 3D 
learning tools, it is important to integrate them into the curriculum and create 
active and meaningful learning experiences (6). This is supported by the 
literature that suggests not to over-use or under-use technology and identifying 
areas in which technology can enhance the learning process (6,7). We can see 
examples of 3D learning tools being integrated and offered in the domain of 
anatomy to students into various medical schools to help with the spatial 
relationships of the anatomical structures (8). 
To summarise the potential benefits with using 3D anatomy tools in providing 
meaningful learning experiences, they can afford to increase motivation, 
increase immersion, enhance spatial relationship learning, utilize constructivist 
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learning approach, enable ‘anytime-anywhere’ approach and facilitate students 
to investigate (9-11). These affordances will be discussed in more detail later 
when investigating specific learning tools. As well, as technology improves and 
moves towards commercial products, the affordability and accessibility have 
also increased (11,12). 
1.3 Memory of 3D objects 
Learning and memory are two sides of the same coin. In order to understanding 
learning using 3D objects, memory must first be discussed. Memory is a 
complex system which composes of, but not limited to, emotion, attention, 
meaning, language and visual cues. This conception of memory is referred to as 
the multicomponent working memory theory and has been used by researchers 
in information processing for the past 30 years (13). The multicomponent 
model of information processing can be seen in Figure 3, the centres for 
processing visual information and language can be seen interacting with the 
recall of episodic memory. All these processors are also controlled by a higher 
central executive centre. 
 
Figure 3 - Multicomponent model from Baddeley, 2010(13). 
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The theory of memory has evolved through many models; however, a common 
categorization of memory is short-term memory, long-term memory, and 
working memory. Nonetheless, the finer details of how short-term memory, 
long-term memory, and working memory work together for learning and 
cognition are contested (13-15). 
Baddeley (14) defines short-term memory (STM) as a temporary store of 
information, where working memory (WM) is defined as storage, primarily 
used for goal-directed behaviour (14,16,17). 
Items of information can be moved into long-term memory through a process 
called consolidation which has been hypothesized to act in parallel with short-
term memory (15). The process of learning for adult learners involves building 
new information on existing information (18). 
1.3.1 Spatial ability and spatial information (3D object) learning 
The literature defines spatial ability as an important cognitive ability for 
formation, manipulation, and retention of abstract or symbolic visual images 
(19-21). Major components of spatial processing that have been identified are 
spatial relationships, orientation, and visualization (19,20,22). 
Learning spatial information requires the ability to recognize patterns and the 
ability to form a visualization within the mind. However, an increase in image 
complexity increases visualization difficulty due to having more components to 
remember and it is also seen that the increase in complexity of the image can 
increase the rate of errors made by the learner (23,24). The effect of visual 
spatial ability declines the longer the learner is exposed to the learning resource 
(25). 
1.3.2 3D Object learning in Anatomy 
The literature suggests the use of 2D and 3D materials for learning complex 3D 
anatomy structures (26) has the potential to reduce cognitive (27) and assist 
with the development of spatial knowledge (28). This can be seen in Küçük et. 
al 2016(27) work where medical students use a mobile Augmented Reality 3D 
visualizer, with a significant decrease in cognitive load and demonstrated 
higher achievement in test scores associated with learning spinal cord 
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ascending and descending pathways when compared to students using text, 2D 
images and graphs when. 
Three-dimensional (3D) relationships in anatomy are important in the 
understanding of the spatial associations within the human body as structures 
are not in isolation in the body and interact with each other in three-
dimensional space (29). This leads the literature to suggests an increase the 
time allotted to learn spatial relationships in human anatomy (25). However, 
we are seeing the exact opposite with declining allotted anatomy teaching hours 
in New Zealand and Australia (30). 
During learning outside of the allotted anatomy labs and lectures, students 
would be required to learn from materials which mostly consist of 2D resources 
(lecture slides, textbooks, and flashcards) (10). A problem with two-
dimensional (2D) is it is an incomplete representation of a three-dimensional 
(3D) model. The missing areas of the model require assumptions from the 
learner which can be inaccurate (20,24). As well, the understanding of static 2D 
images as a three-dimensional model requires reconstruction which relies on 
the learner’s spatial ability (10). This can be difficult for learners with lower 
spatial abilities (25). In fact, spatial rotation ability can be used to predict the 
success in learning anatomy (31). 
Visualisation tools in anatomy have included 2D static images to animations 
and interactive 3D learning tools (32). These tools allow enhanced 3D spatial 
relationships and interactions within or between the 3D structures (2,29,33-38) 
without the learner inaccurately assuming missing 3D information (20,24). 
Digital 3D models provide animations, delicate structures, portability, 
longevity, and all viewing angles compared with cadaveric dissection (39), but 
this may not always provide better outcomes, especially those with higher 
visuospatial ability (40,41). 
As well, the differences in outcomes between various spatial abilities can be 
reduced or removed when using 3D learning tools (29,42). It is suggested that 
this is due to the easier visualization by 3D learning tools thus compensating 




The literature shows gender differences in spatial ability where males have an 
advantage in mental rotation ability, spatial perception and spatial visualization 
(20,31,40,43,45). However, gender does not seem to have an effect on anatomy 
assessment results of university students and medical students which would 
indicate that the assessment results does not bias towards a particular gender 
(10,35,46,47). 
1.4 3D Monoscopy (3DM) 
In this research, 3DM is defined by the perception of a 3D virtual object 
displayed on a 2D screen or projection (a 3D virtual object or environment on a 
2D display) (10). Mobile and computer devices which are capable of running 
3DM visualizers have become more accessible in New Zealand (12) with many 
educational 3D visualiser programs such as Complete Anatomy (48) available 
directly for individuals or 3D educational animations available from free online 
platforms like YouTube made by institutions such as University of British 
Colombia (49). 
1.4.1 Nominal Learning 
The literature has mixed results on replacing traditional learning methods (e.g. 
dissections, prosections, lectures, textbooks) with 3DM in short-term memory 
acquisition of nominal anatomy. A paper demonstrated that learning from 3DM 
was significantly superior to learning from 2D sections with CT scans (46). 
While some papers have shown to be as effective or inferior in nominal 
anatomy acquisition (35,47,50-52). However, there is evidence indicating 
enhancement of learning with the use of 3DM as a supplement to traditional 
learning methods (53,54). 
1.4.2 Spatial Learning 
Visuospatial learning with 3DM was indicated by the literature to have a more 
positive impact. The literature had reported superiority of 3DM compared to 
dissections (52) and compared with web-based tutorials (55). There are also 
papers indicating that 3DM is just as effective as traditional learning methods 
in interpreting 2D anatomy images (35,56). 
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Variations in the outcomes of these studies could be explained by the duration 
of the learning session, the models being too simple, the anatomical region 
studied being low spatial-complexity or the controls not allowing students to 
explore the 3D models naturally. 
1.4.3 Long‐term retention, learner satisfaction and acceptance 
Fritz et al. (57) conducted a 6-month follow-up study indicating that the 
retention was not significantly different between students who used 3DM 
compared to written lecture notes.  
There is evidence in the literature that students prefer computer-based learning 
over using a textbook along but not over dissections and prosections (50,58-60) 
with many anatomists agreeing that cadaver-dissections are still the gold-
standard for anatomy teaching (53,61). In saying that, students also have a 
significantly positive perspective in using computer-based learning to enhance 
their education indicating them to be more fun, effective for learning, highlight 
variations, easier to understand and visualise 3D structures (46,50,56,62,63). 
Students’ feedback in Hu et al. (62) reported students “would like lectures 
better if it was supplemented with 3D models,” and would also like to have it 
integrated into a classroom environment. 
Not all is positive, however, as some 3DM have been rated by students to be of 
equal effectiveness (35) or less helpful than 2D CT images (46). Some reasons 
for this are that during collaboration, only one student is in control of the 
content and look away from the screen when communicating with other people 
which can reduce spatiotemporal contiguity (64). 
1.4.4 Accessibility to large population 
A study done by Afreen (65) in 2014 indicated 86% of university students in 
the own a personal laptop primarily for academic purposes and another 2018 
NZ report (12) indicated 94% of New Zealanders have access to a laptop. This 
indicates that hardware requirements for 3DM visualizers would not be the 
main barrier for accessibility and the technology is already within most 





Augmented reality (AR) refers to a wide spectrum of technologies that project 
computer generated materials, such as text, images, and video, onto users’ 
perceptions of the real world (66,67). AR can be defined by superimposing 
digital information or objects on the real-world environment (68). Thus, the 
user can see both virtual objects and reality. ARM has an additional criterion to 
those of AR where the user interacts with the AR tool through a 2D window 
(e.g. a mobile phone or screen). 
1.5.1 Nominal Learning 
The literature is generally positive for the use of AR tools for the purpose of 
teaching and learning. This is evidenced by having improved nominal and 
spatial achievements with these tools by comparing them with other tools such 
as text, non-interactive video, interactive video, and other forms of non-AR 
computer-assisted learning (1,27,69-74). 
Interestingly, a study by Macchiarella and Vincenzi (75) reports no significant 
differences in short-term knowledge acquisition between interactive and non-
interactive ARM. The year after Macchiarella et al. (76) demonstrated that 
there was no significant difference between students who used interactive 
ARM, non-interactive ARM, video or text learning tools. 
Comparing the 3DM with the ARM learning tools, a study had shown no 
significant differences in nominal or spatial anatomy short-term memory (10). 
1.5.2 Spatial Learning, long‐term retention and learner satisfaction 
ARM can also afford to significantly improve the spatial abilities of students 
(45,77,78). 
In long-term studies with engineering students using the ARM devices to 
visualize a specific aircraft piece (69-71,75,76), it was shown that the 
undergraduate students using the ARM learning tools had significantly higher 
information retention (at least one week) than those using text and video.  
According to the literature, students are generally positive and satisfied with 
their learning experience with the ARM learning tools. Some students who 
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used the ARM learning tools had self-reported to have higher motivation, 
concentration, involvement, attention, enjoyment, engagement, immersion, 
curious, eager and decreased cognitive load compared to students who used 
text, 3DM, or other non-AR computer-based learning tools (1,10,27,74,79-88). 
The students also used the ARM devices also demonstrated increased 
collaboration; stimulate proactive learning and reported being easier to 
visualize 3D models (84,86,87). 
The increased attention is an interesting finding as some of the literature has 
also reported “attention tunnelling” where students had such high attention 
consumed by the ARM tool that they become less aware of their surroundings 
which may be problematic for a potentially dangerous environment (86). 
1.5.3 Classroom integrability 
Possibly due to the “novelty effect”, students are enjoying this developing 
technology as it significantly increases their motivation (10,89), despite some 
ARM tools being more difficult to use than traditional learning tools (73,90-
92). 
Two guides for the teacher or facilitator that were identified in the literature 
include familiarisation and facilitation level. Familiarisation – students should 
have enough time to become familiar with the content as well as with the ARM 
tool before they can effectively utilize it (82). Facilitation level – it is important 
that when utilizing the ARM tool that the teacher does not accidentally over-
facilitate which can decrease engagement from students (27). 
1.5.4 Learner control 
ARM learning tools also can afford to empower students to learn at their own 
pace and flexibility in when they learn (66,93,94). This is supported further by 
a student reporting an increase in self-directed learning (84,87). 
1.5.5 Accessibility to large population 
ARM learning tools can be run on most smartphone devices, with eighty-five 
percent of adult New Zealanders having access to smart mobile devices (12) 
and a prediction that there will be more than 4.5 billion global mobile phone 
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users in 2018 (95). This means that owning or having access to a smartphone 
device is less of a barrier for the implementation of a mobile ARM for the 




Mixed Reality (MR) is defined by deploying virtual objects into the real 
environment (4,96). However, due to MR being too diverse of a term (just like 
AR), in this paper, MR will refer to a more specific type of tool in the category 
of Augmented Reality head-mounted display (AR HMD). The user interacts 
with AR HMD by wearing a glasses-like device where virtual objects have the 
illusion of being in reality and act as if it remains in the same 3D space despite 
user movement. In other words, holograms shown by a head-mount display. 
1.6.1 Nominal Learning and spatial learning 
The literature has shown the ability of MR in affording significant 
improvements in factual knowledge (34,97). MR has also been shown to 
significantly improve memory acquisition of nominal information compared to 
textbooks (98). 
Significant improvements in answering spatial questions have also been shown 
(34) with students exhibited a change in their thinking when answering these 
questions (99). MR has shown to allow the students to demonstrate 
significantly higher accuracy when solving spatial questions when compared to 
ARM and 2D instructions (100). 
Comparing MR with 3DM, MR users were able to provide a more detailed 3D 
representation of the models with reduced cognitive load and time 
(43,101,102). However, some studies had also found no significant differences 
between spatial understanding (100,103). 
Many studies have found that 3D visualizers are able to support those with 




MR learning tools afford embodiment during learning which can facilitate the 
learner to use their physical bodies as the learning avatar (3,105). This enables 
learners to utilize their egocentric system during learning (maintaining a sense 
of location and orientation) (103). 
1.6.3 Learner Acceptance 
The literature demonstrates almost consensus on positive user acceptance 
ranging from primary school students (3,92,98,106), high school students (97), 
tertiary school students (89,91,102,104), and adults (103,107-110). 
Despite some MR tools reported to be frustrating or more difficult to use 
compared with other tools such as 3DM or physical models; the students still 
preferred the MR learning tool (91,92,101,110). 
1.6.4 Learner Satisfaction 
Positive responses from users include increased motivation (11,106), 
enjoyment (3,106), immersion (3,11,103,104), 3D model comprehension (11), 
safety (109), confidence (3), exploratory behaviour (91), creativity (103), and 
concentration (3). The similar and significantly positive responses from users 
were seen when compared with 3DM (3,91,103) and 2D text and images (102). 
MR tools seem to be as usable as 3DM tools (e.g. laptops) in the naturalness of 
use, ease of controls and physical comfort (3,103). 
1.6.5 Classroom integrability and collaboration 
There is a debate in the literature on the effect MR tools have on collaboration. 
Collaboration between users shows no significance when using 3DM or MR 
(103). Interestingly, despite having a significantly more collaboration occurring 
by MR users compared to text, the students rated the MR tool to have poorer 
communication property with the speculation that it interferes with the social 





The increase in affordability and accessibility of MR tools, it has the potential 
to provide accessibility to a wider population (11). This is promising as it had 
also been shown that there were no significant differences between a cohort of 
students learning face-to-face compared to distance learning using the tool with 
the instructor (104). 
1.6.7 Challenges 
The first challenge with these 3D visualizers is finding the right opportunities 
to introduce them into learning. The line in which a 3D visualizer should be 
introduced to aid in student learning can be an implementation challenge as it 
depends on learners’ abilities, learners’ acceptance, the complexity of spatial 
content, the usability of the tool, and support for teachers. For example, if a 3D 
visualizer is introduced for an ‘easy’ 3D structure, then it may cause learning to 
become more cumbersome than beneficial (111). 
Looking into technical challenges, they seem to be reducing over the last few 
decades with MR technology with the main issues in the early and mid-2000s 
being producing high fidelity models, precise and real-time use of the MR tool 
(108,112). In the mid-2010s, hardware such as the Microsoft HoloLens (113) 
was introduced which allowed program developers to gain the hardware to 
overcome many of these technical issues and focus more closely on usability. 
However, this does not overcome challenges associated with compatibility 
between new and old learning tools; the potential requirement of a 
multidisciplinary team to implement effective tools and there is currently no 
common language used between the different disciplines (112). 
One of the major benefits of MR learning tools also seems to contribute to a 
challenge with this tool—attention tunnelling. Attention tunnelling occurs 
when there is a lack of environment awareness (86). This can result in fewer 
mistakes being corrected for during assembly tasks or surgical-type tasks 
(100,114). However, other studies have shown this to be a positive impact such 




Other technically induced challenges that are noteworthy include perceptual 
distortion, potential dizziness, eye fatigue, uncomfortable during long-term use 
(102,115). Physical tiredness or neck strain can be a limitation with MR 
learning tools, but this was not found to be the case if the learning sessions are 
of shorter duration (20 minutes) (102). 
The literature seems to suggest using these tools as a supplement to the 
traditional learning tools as it provides a different option to present the 
information to students allowing for increased accessibility for different types 
of learners (82). 
As well, the increase in ownership and accessibility to mobile technology in 
adults have increased dramatically over the last decade (12) which hold 
promise for these tools to be available and deployable directly to a personal 
mobile device. 
1.7 Conclusion 
Figure 4 summarizes the 3 visualization systems discussed into different 
properties including learning outcomes, usability, accessibility, immersion, 
integrability into a classroom or laboratory environment, acceptance and 
satisfaction of the learning tool. It is important to note that due to recent 
advancements in technology, there are currently few papers focused solely on 
anatomy education with many of these papers coming from psychology, 







MR / AR 
HMD 
Nominal information acquisition Mixed (35, 46, 47, 
50-52, 111, 116, 
117) 




Spatial information acquisition Positive (52, 118) Positive (45, 
72, 77, 78) 
Positive (34, 
43, 100-104) 
Long-term retention Neutral at 6 months 
(57) 




Support for embodiment Weak (90) High (90) High (3, 103, 
105) 
Learner Satisfaction and 
Acceptance 
Positive (46, 50, 
56, 62, 63, 117, 
119) 
Positive (1, 10, 
74, 79-82, 84-








Promotes Collaboration Mixed (90) Yes (86) Yes (102, 103) 
Classroom integrability Positive (51, 62) Positive (10, 
89, 120, 121) 
Positive (102, 
104, 112) 
Figure 4 - Summary of different 3D visualizers as a teaching and learning tool 
As described in the table above, the literature on long-term retention 
effectiveness of AR HMD is missing empirical evidence and there are still few 
studies examining the short-term information acquisition effectiveness of AR 
HMD. As well, the literature still has mixed evidence when comparing the 
effectiveness of AR learning devices with 3DM learning tools. This paper 
attempts to fill in a current gap in the literature of long-term retention when 
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learning from AR HMD and compares the outcomes with 3DM and 2D text. 
This paper will also describe the differences in usability, engagement, and 
short-term outcomes with between 2D text, 3DM, and AR HMD. It is 
hypothesized is that AR HMD, even in its early stages of development, is as 
effective as 3DM and more effective than 2D text. As well, AR HMD is also 
hypothesized to be more engaging, have higher ease of use and be as effective 
as 3DM for the short-term acquisition of 3D knowledge. 
1.8 Aims of the study 
The main research aims are: 
1. To investigate if there are any benefits or disadvantages in using 3D 
visualizers as an adjuvant to textbook materials on influencing 
short-term memory acquisition rates of different anatomical 
knowledge aspects. 
2. To examine if there are any benefits in using 3D visualizers as an 
adjuvant to textbook materials on influencing long-term memory 
retention rates of different anatomical knowledge aspects. 
3. To explore the extent of differences in participant usability and 





This chapter covers the research methods, materials, and procedures used for 
this study. It starts by providing an overview of the research methods, it begins 
with the aims of the study, participant recruitment, and ethics; then it moves 
into the methodology and materials used. Finally, it is summarised with how 
each research question will be analysed. 
2.1 Participant recruitment 
All second-year University of Otago medical students were invited to 
participate in this project. It was advertised through posters (physical and 
digital) and announcements in compulsory labs and before lectures. The 
incentive for participating was the benefits of learning and participating to 
interact with the MR and have a guided multi-user learning experience of the 
visual pathway (which is part of their third-year curriculum) at the end of the 
study. 
The criteria only included second-year medical students and excluded those 
who had a medical history of motion sickness or vertigo, medical history of a 
seizure or epilepsy, or are prescribed long-term use of medication. 
Participants were taken from the second-year undergraduate medical student 
population at the University of Otago, Otago Medical School. Sixty-two 
participants were recruited with 7 participants not responding after the first few 





Figure 5 - Participant flow diagram 
Upon recruitment, the participants were randomly assigned to each of the three 
treatment groups with the help of a post-graduate research fellow:  
 Text-only group (only given the provided text; the provided text 
includes 2D images (see Appendix 8)),  
 3DM (using the 3DM laptop program and the provided text) (see 
Appendix 5(Figure 29) for 3DM group setup), and 
 MR (using the HoloLens device and the provided text) (see figure 11). 
2.2 Participants 
A total of 52 second-year University of Otago medical students (65% male) 
participated in this randomized study. The sample size, gender, ethnicity, 
pathway of entry, medical class stream distribution is described by Table 1. 
The text-only group (n = 18) were 56% male; 3DM group (n = 15) were 60% 
male; and MR group (n = 19) were 79% male.  
The primary and secondary ethnicities indicated in text-only group were 
European (50%), Pacific Peoples (6%), and Asian (50%); in the 3DM group 
were European (67%), Māori (13%), Asian (20%), Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African (7%); and MR group were European, (53%) Māori (16%), 
Pacific Peoples (21%), and Asian (26%).  
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Exploring deeper into the undergraduate specific entry pathway, most of these 
participants are from the general pathway in the text-only group (44%), 3DM 
group (53%), and MR group (47%). The MR group was most diverse in the 
undergraduate specific entry with entry through the rural pathway (11%), 
Māori pathway (11%), and Pacifica pathway (16%). The 3DM group also had 
entry through the rural pathway (13%) and Māori pathway (13%). While the 
text-only group only had one entry through the undergraduate rural pathway 
(6%). 
The medical class stream distribution in the text-only group for streams A, B, 
C, and D were 33%, 33%, 11%, 22% respectively. The distribution of the 
medical class stream in the laptop group for streams A, B, C, and D were 33%, 
13%, 40%, 13% respectively. The medical class stream distribution in the MR 
group for streams A, B, C, and D were 42%, 5%, 32%, and 21% respectively. 
It is also important to note that all participants indicated that they had never 
used a HoloLens before this experiment. 
Table 1 - Demographics of Treatment Group Participants 
 Text-only group  3DM group  MR group 
Factors n %  n %  n % 
Total (n) 18   15   19  
         
Gender 
Male 10 56  9 60  15 79 
Female 8 44  6 40  4 21 
         
Ethnicity 
European 9 50  10 67  10 53 
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Māori 0 0  2 13  3 16 
Pacific Peoples 1 6  0 0  4 21 




0 0  1 7  0 0 
         
Pathway of entry into medicine 
Alternative 3 17  1 7  2 11 
Postgraduate 6 33  2 13  1 5 
Undergraduate  9 50  12 80  16 84 
         
Undergraduate specific entry pathway 
General pathway 8 44  8 53  9 47 
Rural pathway 1 6  2 13  2 11 
Māori Pathway 0 0  2 13  2 11 
Pacifica Pathway 0 0  0 0  3 16 
         
Medical class stream 
Stream A 6 33  5 33  8 42 
Stream B 6 33  2 13  1 5 
Stream C 2 11  6 40  6 32 
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Stream D 4 22  2 13  4 21 
Note: n = number of participants; % = percentage within the group; Since the 
participants are able to choose multiple ethnicities, some of the percentages for treatment 
groups may add over 100%. 
 
2.3 Ethics 
Before participant recruitment, began this project was reviewed and approved 
by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee (Reference: H18/074). 
All participants were given the opportunity to read through the participation 
information sheet. They also had their written and a signed consent form. In 
both the information sheet and consent form, participants were informed they 
were able to withdrawal at any moment without consequences. 
2.3.1 Anonymizing data 
The personal data and the experiment score outcomes were made anonymize 
from the student investigator. This was done by the primary investigator who 
randomly assigned a unique ID to each participant and was kept away from the 
student investigator. The student investigator already had access to all students’ 
names and email enrolled to the University of Otago through the online student 
email web-service. The participant would receive an email from the student 
investigator which detailed the session time and date. While the primary 
investigator emailed the participant their unique ID’s and was asked to keep the 
unique ID secret from the student investigator. This process can be seen 








Please see Figure 7 for a diagrammatic representation of the methodology of 
the experiment. 
In session 1 of the experiment, the participants completed tasks in this order: 
demographics and academic abilities survey (survey A; see Appendix 1), an 
orientation of learning tool, learning session, anatomy test 1, and the user 
perception and usability survey (survey B; Appendix 2). 
The participants were asked to return for a follow-up session (Session 2) after 
around 1-month duration to examine their long retention. The participants were 
also requested to not complete any study related to the visual pathway system. 
The tasks for Session 2 were as follows: anatomy test 2, CBS psychometric 
tests (see Appendix 3 and Appendix 4), multi-user hologram experience (for 
photos see Appendix 6), and the memorability and long-term retention survey 
(survey C; see Appendix 7). 
Session 1 and session 2 were completed over the course of a week to ensure 









All surveys were completed online through Qualtrics (116). The complete 
Survey A can be found in Appendix 1. The survey A was taken by the 
participants at the commencement of the study. This survey consists of mainly 
two sections; background demographic questions and questions about their 
academic abilities. 
The background demographic questions consisted of participants’ gender, 
ethnicity, and pathway of entry to medicine. Due to the randomization nature of 
this study, these demographic factors which are being recorded should also be 
relatively distributed between the three treatment groups. It is also important to 
note that participants were able to choose multiple ethnicities. There are 3 main 
ways for students to enter into the medicine class in the University of Otago: 
(1) undergraduate entry pathway, which means students with no degree 
previously take the First Year Health Science course; (2) postgraduate entry 
pathway, which accepts students through their scores over their last 3 years of 
their degree; and (3) alternative entry pathway, which accepts those with a 
background in health sciences but have graduated more than 4 years ago. 
Within the undergraduate entry pathway, students can apply for sub-categories 
which change their entry criteria, they are known as Māori sub-category, 
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Pacific sub-category, New Zealand Rural Origins, and those which do not fit in 
those pathways are known as the general undergraduate pathway. For those 
entered through the postgraduate or alternative pathway into medicine, they 
were asked with an open question on their previous experience or exposure 
with anatomy. 
The questions about academic abilities consisted of self-reported general 
academic abilities and their grades for an anatomy paper that most students in 
medicine have already completed: level 100 Human Body Systems (HUBS) 
first-semester paper and second-semester papers. These HUBS grades were 
collected using the University of Otago grade point average (GPA) scheme. 
This paper focuses on the anatomy and physiology of the human body system 
and was also chosen to collect as most students in medicine would have taken 
this paper. They were also asked to rank themselves with a 5-point Likert scale 
on their academic ability and anatomy ability. A 5-point Likert scale was used 
as the grades in class assessments are given along a 5-point scale too (1 being 
minimum mark received, 5 being maximum mark received). The UMAT (117) 
section 3 raw score was also asked of the participants. This section of the 
UMAT test focuses on abstract thinking, pattern recognition, and visuospatial 
ability. However, UMAT section 3 data will be excluded as many of them 
commented that they were unsure and cannot remember their result. 
Finally, an open question was provided at the end of the survey to allow 
additional comments from the participants. 
2.5.2 Orientation Procedure 
For all participants, the following script was orally instructed to them: “You 
will have 20 minutes to learn about and understand the visual pathway and its 
pathologies. You will be given a piece of text, black pen, and yellow 
highlighter. I may only provide you with the technical assistance or timing. I 
will let you know when there is 10, 5, and 1 minute remaining.” For 
participants in group 2 (3DM group) an additional line was added: “You will 
also be given the laptop with the text.” For participants in group 3 (MR group), 




The participants in group 2 were shown the controls of the laptop program in 2 
minutes which included: rotating, panning, choosing different models and 
zooming in and out with a mouse. The participants in group 3 were shown the 
controls of the HoloLens in 2 minutes which included: loading models, 
removing models and walking around models. 
All the 3D models were reset and removed to begin the learning session.  
2.5.3 Provided Text 
The text and 2D images related to the anatomy of the optic pathway provided 
to the participants were combined from two clinical neuroanatomy textbooks 
(see Appendix 8 for the provided text): 
 Clinical Neuroanatomy and Neuroscience, sixth edition, authored by 
Estomih Mtui, Gregory Gruener, M. J. T. FitzGerald (118). 
 Basic Clinical Neuroanatomy, first edition, authored by Paul A. Young, 
Paul H. Young (119). 
Both the passages and 2D images from these books were used. The passages 
and 2D images were rearranged and integrated to provide a more cohesive text. 
To gather validity evidence for its use, three third-year medical students 
provided feedback that it made sense to their level of knowledge. One student 
had asked if he was able to receive a copy of the text as he found it a good 
summary of what they had learnt in class. After further editing from their 
suggestions, the text was taken to an independent teaching staff to add further 
validation evidence that it was suitable for students at the level of 
undergraduate learning. 
2.5.4 3D Models 
Blender 2.79(120) was used as the computer-aided design (CAD) program to 
assemble and create the different visual pathway models. 
The brain model (121) was from online accessed on 25th April 2018. This was 
an MRI scan of a male’s brain who then converted the scan into a 3D model 




The visual pathway model made included labels which allow spatiotemporal 
contiguity which aligns information in time and space. This was done as when 
the information is presented spatially or temporally close together, the student 
learning was improved (123). 
Thirteen models were made by the student investigator under the supervision of 
the primary investigator who has experience of 16 years in anatomy education. 
The models of the visual pathways had gone through 11 different versions until 
they were deemed satisfactory. One of these models is displayed below in 
Figure 8. One of the models were also further developed and used within a 
post-graduate ophthalmology course.  
 
Figure 8 – Print-screen of left posterolateral view of a visual pathway model 
2.5.5 Laptop Program 
The overview from model creation to program implementation can be seen in 
Figure 9. The 3D models were first created in Blender (120), then imported 
into Unity 2017.3(124) the PC program was built into an executive file by the 




Figure 9 - Model and program creation flow 
The main application consisted of a 3D model and enabled the user with the 
following controls: left click-and-drag for rotation, scroll mouse button for 
zoom (in and out), and right mouse button click-and-drag to pan. The user also 
had access to buttons on screen to select different models, quit the application 
or reset the models back to original location and orientation. Appendix 5 shows 
the setup and more screenshots from the program. 
 
Figure 10 – Buttons labelled on the screenshot of 3DM program 
 
2.5.6 HoloLens Application 
The MR application template was also built in Unity 2017.3(124) by a student 
from the information sciences department and utilized by the student 
investigator. The program utilized the Vuforia package (125) within Unity 
Resets rotation and 
panning of models 
Select 13 different models Exit the program 
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2017.3(124). Figure 11 captures the view of a HoloLens user. Image targets can 
be any image the HoloLens can recognize which enable the HoloLens to 
register where to display a model or remove a model. Fingerprint-like images 
were chosen by the student investigator as the image provided many reference 
points for the HoloLens to track. The image targets will need to be assembled 
in the Vuforia database then downloaded as a Unity package to import. Once 
the import is complete, the 3D models and animations are added as a child 
under their respective image targets and adjusted to float above the image 
target. 
The unity project is then built into a Window’s device HoloLens application. In 
order to have a successful deployment onto the HoloLens device, within the 
program script “Package.appxmanifest” and the “TargetDeviceFamily name” 
variable value needs to be changed from “Windows.Application” to 
“Windows.Holographic”.  
Once deployed into the HoloLens, the application can directly run when it is 
selected. The specific 3D models and animations will display when the 
HoloLens camera detects the specific image targets. The 3D models and 
animations were discussed between the student investigator and primary 
investigator and further refined. 
 





The Covidien BIS™ bilateral sensor, Covidien BIS™ LoC 4 Channel OEM 
Module, and Covidien BIS™ Complete 4-Channel Monitor (126) are used to 
detect, filter and export the EEG electrical signals and produce a single number 
called the Bispectral Index™ (BIS), see Appendix 9 for the BIS scale. The BIS 
is a clinically approved index which monitors the awakeness of the subjects. 
The scale ranges from zero (isoelectric EEG or flat line EEG) to 100 (fully 
awake) with in-between states such as deep hypnotic state at around BIS index 
of 40. The participants should be in an “awake” state, thus in the range of 75-98 
BIS index. 
The BIS electrodes will be worn during the 20-minute learning session and 
capture minute-by-minute data. Data types that were collected included the 
BIS™ index number of the right and left side of head; their respective signal 
qualities; their respective electromyography (EMG) activity level; and the 
asymmetry between the two sides of the head. 
2.5.8 Observations 
During the learning session of session 1, the student investigator has also noted 
down minute-by-minute actions of each participant during the 20-minute 
learning session. The following coding was used for the observations of the 
participants: 
 T = Only used text over the last minute 
 D = Only used the device over the last minute 
 I = Used or integrated both text and device over the last minute 
2.5.9 Anatomy Test 
2.5.9.1 Test Development 
The student investigator created the questions under the supervision of the 
primary investigator with 16 years of anatomy education experience. The test 
development began with creating questions related with nominal anatomy 
(questions 1 to 6), spatial anatomy (questions 13 to 18) and questions which 
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have both nominal and spatial (mixed) components (questions 7 to 12) as seen 
in Figure 12. The three question types are further split into question difficulty: 
easy, medium, and difficult. There are 2 questions for each of the question type 
and difficulty combinations; thus, there are 18 questions (3 question types * 3 
difficulty levels * 2 questions). 
  Nominal 
Anatomy 
Mixed (nominal and 
spatial) 
Spatial Anatomy 
Easy 1. Which lobe 
of the brain 
contains the 
visual cortex?  
 
2. What is 




retina and optic 
chiasm? 
7. Please draw the visual 
field defect that results 
when there is damage to 
the left optic nerve. 
 
8. What is the name of 
the visual field defect 
that results when there is 
damage to the left optic 
nerve? 
13. Where is the 
position of the 
pituitary gland from 
the perspective of the 
optic chiasm? 
 
14. Which direction 
(relative to the lateral 
geniculate nucleus) 
does the optic tract 
come into the lateral 
geniculate nucleus? 
Medium 3. What is the 





and the lateral 
geniculate 
nucleus?  
9. If the right lateral 
geniculate body was 
damaged, name the 
likely visual field defect. 
 
10. If the optic chiasm 
was damaged, draw the 
likely visual field defect. 
15. Where is the 
position of the 
Meyer’s loop from the 
perspective of the 
anterior horn of the 
lateral ventricle? 
 
16. Which quarter of 




4. What is the 







nucleus and the 
visual cortex? 
the shaded region of 
the visual field (shown 
below)? 
 
Difficult 5. What is the 
name of the 
brain region 




6. What is the 
name of the 
brain region 
inferior to the 
calcarine 
sulcus? 
11. A tumor was 
discovered on the 
anterior aspect of the 
posterior horn of the 
ventricle. Please name 
the likely visual field 
defect. 
  
12. Shade in which area 
of the retina which is 
involved in seeing an 
object in the top left 
quadrant of the visual 
field (as shown below): 
17. Describe the 
position of Baum's 
loop relative to the 
posterior horn of the 
lateral ventricle. 
 
18. Describe the 
position of Meyer's 
loop relative to the 





Figure 12 - Matrix showing the types of test items categorised into question type and 
difficulty level 
The difficulty of the items was categorized using the experience of the primary 
supervisor. The purpose of including different difficulty levels in question is 
because a difference in performance is more noticeable when answering 
difficult questions; possibly because similar structures can be confused with 
each other (127,128). An independent teaching staff reviewed all the items 
which provided face validity evidence for the use of the test.   
2.5.9.2 Randomization of questions 
It is important to note that anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 contain the same 
questions, but in a different order. A random number sequence generator from 
random.org was used to provide the sequence of Anatomy Test 1 and Anatomy 
Test 2 with the timestamp seeds: “2018-08-08 05:09:13 UTC” and “2018-09-
07 21:26:42 UTC” respectively. The order of questions in the tests were the 
following: 
 Anatomy Test 1 is: 10, 1, 11, 7, 12, 13, 8, 5, 6, 15, 14, 4, 3, 16, 18, 17, 
9, 2.  
 Anatomy Test 2 is: 16, 14, 7, 2, 5, 1, 17, 3, 4, 11, 10, 9, 18, 6, 13, 15, 8, 
12. 
2.5.9.3 Test time limit 
The 18-question anatomy exam will have a time limit of 20 minutes duration as 
it gave at least one minute for each question which should provide participants 
with sufficient time. This can be compared to a common exam the second-year 
University of Otago medical students undergo in their course known as the 
objective structured practical examination which requires them to answer a 




The participants answered the questions with open responses in an empty box 
provided below the question. The marking schedule can be found in appendix 
10. At least 20% of the answered tests were remarked independently by the 
primary supervisor to check the reliability of the student investigator’s 
marking. It was found that less than 5% of marks given, involving 2 questions, 
were different between the primary supervisor and student investigator. For 
these 2 questions, the marking schedule was changed to become more concise 
(consensus-based marker reliability) due to the main difference in marking 
being interpretation differences. The student investigator then remarks 
questions which had the improvement in marking schedule.  
Participants would obtain one point for each question they were marked 
correct. No points were allocated for a mark that was partially correct, 
insufficiently correct, incorrect, or left the question empty.  
2.5.9.5 Validity and reliability 
To gain construct validity evidence for the items, answers to all the items can 
be found in the ‘Provided Text’ (for the Provided Text, see Appendix 8). To 
gather face validity evidence for the test, an independent teaching staff was 
consulted. Once the questions were developed, the rubric (marking schedule) 
was made with the discussion between the student investigator and the primary 
supervisor. 
To gain convergent validity evidence for the anatomy test, it was correlated 
with the grades of HUBS semester 1 (HUBS 191) and HUBS semester 2 
(HUBS 192) (see Table 2). There was a statistically significant but weak 
correlation between participants’ HUBS 191 grade and their anatomy test 1 
score (r = 0.35, p = 0.015). There was not a statistical significance between the 




Table 2 - Level 100 HUBS grades correlation with Anatomy Test 1 score 






HUBS 191 grade 0.35* 0.015 
HUBS 192 grade 0.27* 0.064 
Note: * p < 0.05 
 
The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha estimates were provided in Table 3 to assess 
the internal consistency of the anatomy tests as well as within each section of 
the anatomy tests. Cronbach’s alpha estimate for Anatomy test 1 was above the 
commonly accepted threshold value of 0.7(129) while it was slightly lower for 
test 2. 
Table 3 - Cronbach's alpha of anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 
Specific Anatomy test in experiment Cronbach’s α 
Anatomy Test 1 0.724 
Anatomy Test 2 0.537 
 
A bivariate correlation using the Pearson correlation was completed to 
investigate the relationship between the question types (see Table 4) for 
gathering concurrent validity evidence. This confirmed that there was a 
significant correlation between the nominal type questions and the mixed type 
questions (r = 0.34, p = 0.014); as well as, a significant correlation between the 
spatial type questions and mixed type questions (r = 0.33, p = 0.017). This 
makes sense as nominal knowledge and spatial knowledge are required to 
answer the mixed type questions. It was also shown that there was no 
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significant correlation between the nominal type questions and spatial type 
questions (r = 0.23, p = 0.110).  
Table 4 - Bivariate correlation between question types of anatomy test 1 
 Anatomy test 1 Mixed Type 
Questions  
Anatomy test 1 Spatial Type 
Questions 
 r p  r p 
Anatomy test 1 
Nominal type 
questions 
0.34* 0.014  0.23 0.110 
      
Anatomy test 1 
Spatial type 
questions 
0.33* 0.017    
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance; * p < 0.05 
 
A Pearson correlation was conducted to assess the relationship between 
Anatomy Test 1 and Anatomy Test 2 (see Table 5) for test-retest reliability. 
Overall, there was a strong correlation between anatomy test 1 and anatomy 
test 2 scores (r = 0.66, p < 0.001). This relationship was even stronger for the 
3DM group (r = 0.87, p < 0.001). For the MR group, a strong and significant 
correlation was observed (r = 0.64, p = 0.003). A moderate and non-significant 
correlation was observed within the text-only group (r = 0.44, p = 0.078). 
Table 5 - Test-retest reliability between anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 and 
comparing within treatment groups 
 r p 
Anatomy Test 1 and Anatomy Test 2 0.66*** < 0.001 
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Text-only group 0.44 0.078 
3DM group 0.87*** < 0.001 
MR group 0.64** 0.003 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
 
2.5.10 User Perception and Usability Survey (Survey B) 
The complete Survey B can be found in Appendix 2. Survey B was taken by 
the participants after Anatomy Test 1.  
The usability of the learning tools was investigated through a 5-point Likert 
scale asking participants their agreement with statements related to 
engagement, excitement, ease of use, quality of models, dizziness during the 
session, enjoyability, focus, understandability of models, understandability of 
2D images, understandability of text, and confidence in answering anatomy 
exam 1.  
The participants were also asked to explain their choice of rating on the 
questions related to engagement and excitement. 
The last question was an open question to allow any additional comments from 
the participants. 
2.5.11 Psychometric Tests 
The psychometric tests were completed through an online platform created by 
Cambridge Brain Sciences (CBS) (130). The participants completed the 
psychometric tests on a laptop using a standard computer mouse after anatomy 
test 2. 
As seen in Appendix 3 there were eight psychometric tests which were used to 
test each participants' in memory, reasoning, and concentration. In summary, 
the 8 tests specifically test for spatial short-term memory, visual spatial 
working memory, episodic memory, mental rotation ability, deductive 
reasoning ability, visuospatial processing ability, ability to maintain attention, 
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ability to concentrate on relevant information (response inhibition). The 
primary outcome calculation, definition of outcomes and other measures 
obtained can be seen in Appendix 4.  
A Visual Basic for Application (VBA) macro was written in Microsoft Excel 
2016(131) by the student investigator to transfer the anonymized exported data 
from the CBS website into a usable format for data analysis. 
2.5.12 Memorability and Long‐term Retention Survey (Survey C) 
The complete Survey C can be found in Appendix 7. 
Survey C was taken by the participants before the end of the following session 
2. The aim of survey C was to evaluate the participants overall perspective on 
usefulness in memorability, retention, and confidence. 
To begin the survey, participants were asked if they had done any study related 
to the anatomy test provided. This is to ensure the participants did not gain an 
external advantage over other participants over the 1-month follow-up period. 
If the participants had completed study related to the anatomy test, they were 
asked in an open question on how much they had studied. 
The next section of the survey also contained a 5-point Likert scale on their 
confidence in anatomy exam 2, memorability of session 1’s learning tool, and 
their perception on how helpful their learning tool was for them. All these 
questions were accompanied with an open question to allow the participants to 
explain their choice. 
At the end of the survey, an open question was provided to allow final 
additional comments from participants. 
2.6 Data Analysis 
In this research, a quantitative and qualitative analysis was used to investigate 
the research questions of effectiveness and usability of the three different 
learning tools.  
The quantitative data were analysed using the Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) (132) and Microsoft Excel 2016(131). An alpha value (α) 
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of .05 (level of significance) was used for each analysis. The data were checked 
for normality and missing values. Frequency distributions were examined for 
unusual patterns or extreme cases. 
2.6.1 Research Question 1 – Short‐term Anatomy Acquisition 
Research Question: Are there any benefits or disadvantages in using 3D 
visualizers as an adjuvant to textbook materials on influencing short-term 
memory acquisition rates of different anatomical knowledge aspects? 
To explore this, the specific question type scores of anatomy test 1 were 
compared between the different treatment groups using ANOVA with 
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. The anatomy test 1 specific question type scores 
were also correlated with the psychometric data using bivariate correlations. 
2.6.2 Research Question 2 – Long‐term Anatomy Retention 
Research Question: Are there any benefits in using 3D visualizers as an 
adjuvant to textbook materials on influencing long-term memory retention rates 
of different anatomical knowledge aspects? 
To investigate this, the differences in the specific question type scores of 
anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 were compared within a between the 
different treatment groups using mixed ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc 
analysis. The effect sizes and interaction effect sizes were interpreted from the 
partial eta squared (ηp2) statistic from the mixed ANOVA analysis are 
categorised to low (0.0099 < ηp2 ≤ 0.0588), moderate (0.0588 < ηp2 ≤ 0.1379) 
and high effect size (ηp2 > 0.1379) (133). The anatomy test 2 specific question 
type scores were also correlated with the psychometric data using bivariate 
correlations. 
2.6.3 Research Question 3 – Usability and User Perception of Learning Tools 
Research Question: What are the differences in participant usability and the 
perception of the learning tools (text, 3DM, and MR)? 
To answer this, 5-point Likert scale questionnaire data on usability and user 
perception were averaged using the means for each treatment group. The 
qualitative feedback was also explored, identifying key themes. As well, the 
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EEG data were paired with the participants’ observed learning action (using 
only the text, only the device, or using both text and device) then the mean and 
standard deviation was calculated. The purpose of the EEG data is to 
investigate if the learning tool changes the awakeness of the individual in 
different parts of the learning session. 
For qualitative data, the open answers from the questionnaires were compiled 
into key identified themes. Then a thematic analysis was performed using 
NVivo 11(134) and the themes of participant responses were explored through 




Below is a table summarising the source of data and data analysis used to 
answer the research questions Figure 13. 
Research Question Sources of Data Data Analysis 
1. Are there any 
benefits or 
disadvantages in 
using 3D visualizers 




acquisition rates of 
different anatomical 
knowledge aspects? 
 Anatomy test 1 
specific question 
type scores: 
nominal, mixed, and 
spatial. 
 Psychometric tests 
scores. 
 ANOVA with 
Bonferroni post-hoc 
analysis 
 Bivariate correlations 
2. Are there any 
benefits in using 3D 
visualizers as an 
adjuvant to textbook 
 Anatomy test 1 and 
test 2 specific 
question type scores: 
 Mixed ANOVA 






retention rates of 
different anatomical 
knowledge aspects? 
nominal, mixed, and 
spatial. 
 Psychometric tests 
scores. 
3. What is the 
difference in 
participant usability 
and perception of 
the learning tools 
(text, 3DM, and 
MR)? 
 5-point Likert scale 
on the usability and 
perception of 
participants obtained 
from survey B and 
survey C. 
 Anatomy test 1 and 
test 2 scores 






was obtained from 
survey B and C. 
 EEG BIS data. 






 Qualitative analysis 





The results section begins with the descriptive statistics of the participants in 
each treatment group and the observed difficulty of questions. Then the results 
of the data analysis for each research question are described. 
3.1 Descriptive statistics  
The mean of academic grades related to anatomy, self-reported academic 
abilities, and psychometric ability scores of each group are presented in table 6 
and the groups are comparable and an ANOVA did not show significant 
differences between the three treatment groups (see Appendix ). Overall, the 
participants are quite comfortable with learning new technologies with the 
mean of all groups above 3 out of 5. It is interesting that despite the mean GPA 
of each group being above 8 (above “A” grade), participants have a mean of 
about 3 out of 5 when rating their own academic abilities. This self-reported 
academic ability slightly increases when asked about their anatomy knowledge. 
Table 6 - Means and standard deviations for academic, anatomy, memory, reasoning 
and concentration abilities of each treatment group 
 Text-only group  3DM group  MR group 
Factors M SD  M SD  M SD 
Age 22.14 4.17  20.83 2.95  20.44 2.75 
         
















3.61 0.61  3.47 0.74  3.84 0.69 
         
Human Body Systems GPA 
HUBS191 8.44 1.03  8.58 0.79  8.32 1.06 
HUBS192 8.44 1.09  8.75 0.45  8.47 0.90 








8.59 1.66  8.07 0.96  7.63 1.26 
Episodic 
memory 
5.12 1.27  5.07 1.16  5.05 1.22 
         
Reasoning 
Mental rotation 99.24 39.15  101.33 34.05  92.74 37.27 
Visuospatial 
processing 
47.18 30.22  50.00 13.30  44.53 23.35 
Deductive 
reasoning 
9.18 2.79  11.27 3.84  10.84 3.78 
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30.82 15.97  35.20 11.25  30.58 17.78 
Attention 123.65 33.82  141.93 32.40  119.68 40.07 




95.07 2.41  94.78 2.00  95.22 1.62 
Note: M = mean; SD = standard deviation  
 
3.1.1 Investigating gender and visuospatial performance 
It was further investigated whether there were significant differences between 
genders in their visuospatial abilities (see Appendix 11). Independent sample t-
tests were employed, and the results indicated that males performed less than 
females. However, the differences in mental rotation (t(49) = 1.016, p = 0.32) 
and visual spatial working memory (t(49) = 0.143, p = 0.89) were not 
statistically significant. On the other hand, males scored higher compared to 
females in spatial-short-term memory (t(49) = -1.53, p = 0.133) and 
visuospatial processing (t(47.28) = -0.317, p = 0.75). These differences were 
not significant either. Thus, the null hypothesis that there is no difference in 
visuospatial ability between genders is accepted. 
3.1.2 Difficulty of Questions  
The difficulty of each question was observed by collating the number of 
correct, partially correct, incorrect and empty answers from the participants. In 
figure 14 and figure 15, the x-axis indicates the question difficulty and the 
question type. The green bars represent the percentage of participants 
answering the specific question correctly, while the orange bar represents 
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partially correct or incorrect, and the grey bar represents the percentage of 
participants leaving the question as empty.  
 
Figure 14 - Questions’ mark distribution for anatomy test 1. Note: Q = Question 
Rather than having the three levels of difficulty (easy, medium and hard), 
figure 14 shows that a more consistent way of categorising these questions are 
just in two levels: easy (more than 50% of participants answered the question 
correctly) and difficult (less than 50% of participants answered the question 
correctly).  
In figures 14 and 15, the nominal type questions (Q1 to Q6) declined in correct 
answers and increased in empty answers as expected as the questions became 
more difficult. Interestingly, the spatial questions notably have less correct 
answers overall compared with the nominal type questions, but fewer 
participants left these questions empty. The mixed type questions were less 
accurate in difficulty prediction with Q11 having 0% correct and 27% leaving 
the answer as empty, while Q12 (categorized in the same level of difficulty as 
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Figure 15 - Questions' mark distribution combining marks in anatomy test 1 and 
anatomy test 2. Note: Q = Question 
Figure 15 includes the marks allocated to the participants in both anatomy test 
1 and anatomy test 2 and will compare with Figure 14 (which only includes 
anatomy test 1 question responses). Questions Q1, Q8, Q12, Q16, Q17, Q18 
had a less than 5% difference in correct answers when compared to only 
anatomy test 1 (see figure 14) which could suggest the solution to these 
questions were more easily retained or solved by the participants. Furthermore, 
most questions had an increase in participants leaving the answer as blank and 
all questions had an increase in incorrect answers, except Q11 which had a 
large increase in empty responses. 
3.2 Research Question 1 – Short‐term Anatomy Acquisition 
A one-way between-groups ANOVA and a Kruskal-Wallis H test were 
conducted to compare the effect of the learning tool on specific question types 
in anatomy test 1 performance in the text-only, 3DM and text, and MR and text 
































































Easy Medium Hard Easy Medium Hard Easy Medium Hard
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correlations between specific psychometric abilities and their performance on 
nominal, spatial, or mixed type questions of anatomy test 1 when having used 
different learning tools. 
3.2.1 ANOVA and post‐hoc analysis 
The assumptions of ANOVA were tested through observing the distribution of 
data, missing data, and homogeneity of variances (see Appendix 12). None of 
the assumptions were violated when comparing the different treatment groups 
in nominal type question performance or spatial type question performance of 
anatomy test 1 thus ANOVA was used (Fnominal(2,49) = 1.24, p = 0.30; 
Fspatial(2,49) = 2.53, p = 0.09) (see Table 7). However, when comparing the 
different treatment groups for mixed type question performance in anatomy test 
1 the homogeneity of variances assumption was violated thus a non-parametric 
analysis, Kruskal-Wallis analysis (see Table 8), was employed, χ2(2) = 0.249, p 
= 0.88. 
Table 7 - one-way ANOVA results comparing nominal type question score and spatial 





Square F p 
Test 1 Nominal Score 
     
Between Groups 60.23 2 30.12 13.72 <0.001 
Within Groups 107.54 49 2.20 
  
Total 167.77 51 
   
      
Test 1 Spatial Score      
Between Groups 1.33 2 0.66 0.35 0.704 
Within Groups 92.12 49 1.88   
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Total 93.44 51    
Note: df = degrees of freedom; p = significance 
Table 8 - Kruskal-Wallis H test results comparing mixed type question score of 
anatomy test 1 between treatment groups 
 
χ2 df p 
Test 1 Mixed Score 60.23 2 30.12 
Note: df = degrees of freedom; p = significance 
  
Figure 16 - Treatment group mean scores in anatomy test 1 grouped in specific type 
questions 
Figure 16 illustrates the mean scores of each question type in Anatomy Test 1 
by treatment groups. There was a statistically significant difference in anatomy 
test 1 nominal type question performance between the three different groups 
(text-only, 3DM, and MR), F(2, 49) = 13.72, p = <0.001). Thus, the null 
hypothesis of no differences between the means in nominal type question 
performance for each group was rejected. A Bonferroni post-hoc analysis 
revealed that the mean performance scores of nominal type question in 
anatomy test 1 was significantly lower for the MR group when compared to the 
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text-only (Mean difference = 2.52, p < 0.001) and 3DM group (Mean 
difference = 1.62, p < 0.008) (see Table 9). However, there were no significant 
differences in the mean of anatomy test 1 nominal type question performance 
between the text-only group and 3DM group (p = 0.20).  
Table 9 - Bonferroni post-hoc analysis results comparing anatomy test 1 nominal type 
questions between the treatment groups 
 
Mean 














Text-only 3DM 0.90 0.52 0.27 -0.38 2.18 
Text-only MR 2.52*** 0.49 <0.001 1.31 3.73 
3DM MR 1.62** 0.51 0.008 0.35 2.89 
Note: p = significance; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
 
3.2.2 Bivariate Correlations 
Bivariate correlations were used to compare the performance of the 
psychometric tests of all the participants’ in anatomy test 1 specific question 
types (see Appendix 13(a) for Pearson’s correlation and Appendix 27 for 
Spearman correlations). It was found that there was a significant but weak 
correlation between nominal type question scores and visual spatial working 
memory score (r = 0.29, p = 0.037; ρ = 0.31, p = 0.027); mixed type question 
scores and spatial short-term memory score (r = 0.29, 0.041; ρ = 0.27, p = 
0.052); and spatial type question scores and visuospatial processing score (r = 
0.28, p = 0.043; ρ = 0.04, p = 0.791). 
However, the magnitude of these correlations differed when the participants 
were split into their respective treatment groups. In the text-only group (see 
Appendix 13(b) and Table 34 in Appendix 27), it was found that a significant 
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and moderate correlation between nominal type question score and attention 
score (r = 0.57, p = 0.016; ρ = 0.53, p = 0.030). This suggests that students who 
had the ability to pay attention for longer duration were able to perform better 
using the textbook-style learning tool. Other noteworthy moderate but non-
significant correlations include the nominal type question score and visual 
spatial working memory score (r = 0.48, p = 0.051; ρ = 0.48, p = 0.052); 
nominal type question score and response inhibition (r = 0.47, p = 0.055; ρ = 
0.36, p = 0.154); spatial type question score and mental rotations score (r = 
0.45, p = 0.071; ρ = 0.39, p = 0.120); spatial type question score and visual 
spatial processing score (r = 0.42, p = 0.093; ρ = 0.38, p = 0.136); and spatial 
type question score and response inhibition (r = -0.42, p = 0.090; ; ρ = -0.39, p 
= 0.120). 
In the 3DM group (see Appendix 13(c) and Table 35 in Appendix 27), there 
was no significance in any of the correlations between the scores of question 
types and the psychometric performance using Pearson or Spearman 
correlation. Which seems to indicate that the particular 3DM visualizer is able 
to facilitate short-term knowledge acquisition in nominal, spatial and mixed 
type questions without advantage with different psychometric abilities. 
Interestingly, the mixed type question score and response inhibition was non-
significant using Pearson’s correlation but was significant when using 
Spearman’s correlation (r = -0.42, p = 0.118; ρ = -0.53, p = 0.042). There was a 
moderate but non-significant correlation between the mixed type question score 
and visuospatial processing score (r = 0.49, p = 0.061; ρ = 0.46, p = 0.086). 
For the MR group (see Appendix 13(d) and Table 36 in Appendix 27), there 
was a statistically significant and strong relationship between participants’ 
spatial type question score and spatial short-term memory score (r = 0.61, p = 
0.006; ρ = 0.623, p = 0.004). There was also a significant correlation between 
spatial short-term memory and the mixed type question score when using 
Spearman correlation (ρ = 0.459, p = 0.048), but not when using Pearson’s 
correlation (r = 0.43, p = 0.064). 
However, it is important to note here that the correlations calculated for each 




A mixed ANOVA was conducted to compare the within-group anatomy test 
performance over the one-month period between the three treatment groups to 
investigate if there are any significant differences. The goal of this was to 
determine the long-term memory recall relating the learning tool received and 
the specific type of anatomy knowledge retained. Bivariate correlations were 
then employed to explore correlations between specific psychometric tests 
performance and their anatomy test 2 performance on nominal, spatial, or 
mixed type questions when having used different learning tools.  
3.3.1 Mixed ANOVA 
The assumptions of mixed ANOVA were tested through observing the 
distribution of data, missing data, sphericity, equality of variances, and equality 
of covariance (see appendix 14) and none were violated. 
For the main effects, Mixed ANOVA results revealed that, there was a 
significant difference between the scores of anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 
with a large effect size, F(1, 48) = 97.959, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.671 (see 
Appendix 15). The scores of the participants also differed significantly with a 
large effect size between the question types of nominal, mixed, and spatial, 
F(2, 96) = 13.035, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.214. The scores between the three 
treatment groups did differ significantly but had a moderate effect size, F(2, 
48) = 3.455, p = 0.040, ηp2 = 0.126 (see Appendix 15). 
When the interactions of the variables were inspected, there was a statistically 
significant interaction between time and treatment group with a large effect size 
on the anatomy test score, F(2, 48) = 5.624, p = 0.006, ηp2 = 0.190. However, 
the interaction between question type and treatment group on the anatomy test 
score was not statistically significant F(4, 96) = 3.405, p = 0.067. It was also 
found that the interaction between time and question type on the anatomy test 
score was statistically significant with a moderate effect size, F(2, 96) = 6.209, 
p = 0.003, ηp2 = 0.115. Finally, there was a large effect size and a statistically 
significant interaction between treatment group, time, and question type on the 




Figure 17 - Nominal questions of anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 mean scores and 
standard deviation of each treatment group 
 
 
Figure 18 - Mixed type questions of anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 mean scores 





Figure 19 - Spatial type questions of anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 mean scores 
and standard deviation of each treatment group 
Figures 17, 18, and 19 show the mean score for specific question type of 
nominal, mixed, and spatial respectively. The colours within each figure show 





Figure 20 - Text-only group's anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 performance in 
specific type questions 
When comparing anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 within the text-only group 
(see Figure 20 and Table 10), there was a significant decrease in nominal type 
question score (2.65 points, ηp2 = 0.58, p < 0.001) and mixed type question 
score (0.88 points, ηp2 = 0.17, p = 0.003). However, when comparing spatial 
type question mean, there was a non-significant decrease of 0.77 points (ηp2 = 
0.08, p = 0.053). This means that spatial type information seems to be retained, 
but nominal and mixed type questions were not retained. 
 
Figure 21 - 3DM group's anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 performance in specific 
type questions 
Comparing the anatomy test 1 question scores to anatomy test 2 question 
scores, the 3DM group had a significant decrease in all three question types; 
nominal question type (1.93 points, ηp2 = 0.39, p < 0.001), mixed question type 
(0.73 points, ηp2 = 0.11, p = 0.018), spatial question type (0.87 points, ηp2 = 
0.09, p = 0.040) (see Figure 21 and Table 12). This means that there was a 




Figure 22 - MR group's anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 performance in specific 
type questions. 
The MR group had a significant decline when comparing the mixed type 
questions score of anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 by 0.90 (ηp2 = 0.19, p = 
0.002). While there was no significant decline when comparing the anatomy 
test 1 to anatomy test 2 on the nominal type questions (0.316 points, ηp2 = 0.02, 
p = 0.311) score and spatial type questions score (0.58 points, ηp2 = 0.05, p = 
0.119) (see Figure 22 and Table 10). This means that in nominal and spatial 
type questions the knowledge was retained but was not retained for the mixed 




Table 10 - Mixed ANOVA results showing mean differences of specific type questions 

















bound  𝜼𝒑𝟐 Power 
Text-only group        
Nominal 2.65*** 0.33 <0.001 1.99 3.30  0.58 1.00 
Mixed 0.88** 0.28 0.003 0.32 1.45  0.17 0.87 
Spatial 0.77 0.39 0.053 -0.01 1.54  0.08 0.49 
         
3DM group        
Nominal 1.93*** 0.35 <0.001 1.24 2.63  0.39 1.00 
Mixed 0.73* 0.30 0.018 0.13 1.34  0.11 0.67 
Spatial 0.87* 0.41 0.040 0.04 1.69  0.09 0.54 
         
MR group        
Nominal 0.32 0.31 0.311 -0.31 0.94  0.02 0.17 
Mixed 0.90** 0.27 0.002 0.36 1.43  0.19 0.91 
Spatial 0.58 0.37 0.119 -0.16 1.31  0.05 0.34 
Note: Based on estimated marginal means. p = significance; * The mean difference 
is significant at the 0.05 level; ** The mean difference is significant at the 0.01 
level; *** The mean difference is significant at the 0.001 level. 





Bivariate correlations were used to examine the association between 
participants’ psychometric tests performance and their anatomy test 2 scores 
for specific question types (see Appendix 16(a)). It was found that there were 
all weak correlations, and none were significant.  
In the text-only group (see Appendix 16(b)), there is a moderate and significant 
inverse correlation between spatial type question score and attention score (r = 
-0.54, p = 0.024). The negative correlation is likely explained through either the 
small sample size or the way the questions of the anatomy tests were marked. 
Only correct answers are counted as a score of 1 and partially correct answers 
count as a score of zero which is equivalent to an incorrect or empty response. 
This means the correctness of the questions could be under-represented thus the 
correlation tending towards a negative correlation. 
In the 3DM group (see Appendix 16(c)), there was a significant and moderate 
correlation in mixed type questions and visuospatial processing score (r = 0.57, 
p = 0.026); and a significant but negatively moderate correlation between 
spatial type question and response inhibition score (r = -0.53, p = 0.044). As 
explained in the paragraph above, this could have been due to the mark 
allocation under-representing the “correctness” of partially correct answers or 
small sample size. Other noteworthy moderate but nonsignificant correlations 
are between the nominal type question score and attention score (r = 0.43, p = 
0.112); and spatial type question score and visual spatial working memory (r = 
-0.41, p = 0.130). 
The participants in the MR group (see Appendix 16(d)) had a moderate and 
significant correlation between the spatial type question score and deductive 
reasoning (r = 0.49, p = 0.034). This indicates that participants with better 
ability in applying logical rules achieved better in spatial questions which can 
be caused by the students using a mental 3D visualization and following a 
logical process to solve questions on structural relationships. There are also 
moderate or close to moderate correlations for spatial type question score when 
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correlated with spatial short-term memory score (r = 0.41, p = 0.083), mental 
rotations (r = 0.39, p = 0.099), attention score (r = 0.40, p = 0.094), and 
response inhibition (r = 0.35, p = 0.143). This seems to suggest that the MR 
learning tool seems to help with the learning of spatial type knowledge and 
especially so for those with better spatial short-term memory, mental rotation 
ability, deductive reasoning, attention and response inhibition. 
3.4 Research Question 3 – User Preference and Learning Tool Usability  
To investigate the usability of the learning tools, the awakeness level during the 
learning session was investigated, and the user perception questionnaire 
responses were also described and discussed. 
3.4.1 Observation and EEG data 
The minute-by-minute EEG BIS data was paired with the minute-by-minute 
learning observations (using only the text, using only the device, using both 
text and device).  
 
Figure 23 - Mean average BIS index and standard deviation of each group during 
different learning actions 
The observational data of each of the learning groups for all observed learning 
actions are shown in Figure 23 and Table 11. The MR group had a higher mean 

























94.65) when the participants were reading the text during the learning session. 
The MR group also had a higher mean BIS index compared to the 3DM group 
when only using the specific 3D visualizer (M = 95.39, M = 94.93, 
respectively) and when the 3D visualizer was used together with the text (M = 
95.29, M = 94.89, respectively). Overall, this suggests that the users in the MR 
group were more awake during the entirety of the learning session compared to 
the text-only group and 3DM group.  
Table 11 - Mean average BIS index and standard deviation of each group during 
different learning actions 
 
Using only the text  
Using only the 
device  
Using text and 
device 
M SD  M SD  M SD 
Text-only 
group 
94.98 3.17       
3DM group 94.65 3.13  94.93 3.45  94.89 3.02 
MR group 95.71 2.23  95.39 3.48  95.29 2.77 
Note: M = mean; SD = standard deviation 
 
Alternatively, the normalized BIS score between 75 and 98 and the means and 
standard deviations were plotted on a cluster bar graph (see Appendix 17). The 
range of 75 to 98 was chosen as this is the range of awakeness when using the 
BIS value (see Appendix 9) and values below 75 indicate moderate sedation or 
external interference (e.g. too much muscle movement). 
3.4.2 Investigating correlation between dizziness and anatomy test score 
performance 
The dizziness of the participant seems to be significant but have a negatively 
weak correlation to their performance of anatomy test 1 (r = -0.375, p = 0.006) 
in all question types: nominal, mixed, and spatial. However, when looking at 
specific question types, dizziness was only significantly correlated with 
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nominal type question performance (r = -0.314, p = 0.023) and were not 
significant for mixed type questions (p = 0.064) or spatial type questions (p = 
0.095). There were no significant correlations between the level of self-
reported dizziness in the learning session and performance in anatomy test 2 
performance. 
Table 12 - Self-reported dizziness level correlation with anatomy test 1 and anatomy 
test 2 
 
Self-reported dizziness level 
r p 
Anatomy Test 1 score -0.38** 0.006 
Nominal type questions -0.31* 0.023 
Mixed type questions -0.26 0.064 
Spatial type questions -0.23 0.095 
   
Anatomy Test 2 score -0.17 0.224 
Nominal type questions -0.06 0.655 
Mixed type questions -0.28 0.051 
Spatial type questions 0.00 0.983 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance; * significant at the <0.05 level; 
** significant at the <0.01 level  
3.4.3 Questionnaire Rating Feedback 
For the full descriptive statistics table of the questionnaire responses please see 
Appendix 18. 
The mean rating of the MR group on their learning tool had higher 
engagement, excitement, and enjoyability when compared with the 3DM or 
text-only group (see Figure 24); with the 3DM group having an average that is 
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higher than the text-only group. However, this may have also impacted the 
ability to focus with the mean rating of the MR group being lower than the 
laptop group but still higher than the text group. 
 
Figure 24 - Mean and standard deviation of user perception responses 
Figure 25 describes the responses from participants on usability of their 
treatment group devices. The MR group had a higher average rating and 
standard deviation of ratings on dizziness (M = 1.53, SD = 1.07) compared to 
text-only (M = 1.22, SD = 0.55) group and 3DM group (M = 1.07, SD = 0.26). 
This indicates that for the majority, dizziness is not a problem for any of the 
learning tools. However, for some participants, they may experience more 
dizziness with the MR learning tool. It is likely that this value is 
underrepresented as one of the exclusion criteria was if the participant had a 
history of motion sickness and vertigo. 
The MR group had a lower mean rating of “ease of use” (M = 3.68, SD = 1.73) 
compared to the laptop group (M = 4.33, SD = 0.82). Which may be because 
participants are used to using laptop programs and 3DM software and not so 
used to using the MR as all participants indicated that they have never used a 
HoloLens before the experiment. Despite the lower mean rating for ease of use, 
the MR group was rated higher for quality of the learning tool (M = 4.16, SD = 
0.83) when compared to text-only group (M = 3.17, SD = 1.10) and the laptop 
group (M = 3.80, SD = 0.78). The quality was further confirmed with the MR 



















a mean rating of above 4 out of 5 for the 3D models were easy to understand. 
The 3D visualizers seem to also help with understanding 2D images as both 
3DM (M = 3.33, SD = 1.23) and MR (M = 3.37, SD = 1.07) had a higher mean 
rating than text-only (M = 2.72, SD = 1.36) when asked about the 
understandability of the 2D images. It is also interesting to note that the text-
only group rated the text to be easier to understand (M = 3.28, SD = 1.02) than 
the 3DM (M = 2.80, SD = 1.21) or MR group (M = 3.05, SD = 1.08). This may 
be the case because the text-only group was able to concentrate the full 20 
minutes by only using text while the 3DM and MR group had the option to 
switch between the text and the 3D visualizer. 
 
Figure 25 - Mean and standard deviation of usability responses 
Figure 26 shows the confidence after anatomy test 1 and the difficulty after 
anatomy test 2. Overall, the learning tool did not help with confidence in 
































Figure 26 - Mean and standard deviation of anatomy test 1 confidence and anatomy 
test 2 difficulty responses 
In terms of memorability and long-term retention (see Figure 27), the MR (M = 
3.74, SD = 1.15; M = 3.26, SD = 1.20, respectively) had a higher rating 
compared to 3DM (M = 2.87, SD = 1.13; M = 2.47, SD = 1.19, respectively) 
and text-only (M = 2.36, SD = 0.84; M = 1.93, SD = 0.88, respectively). This 
suggests that the participants perceived the experience to be in their episodic 
memory and felt that the learning session had some effect on their ability in 
long-term retention. 
 





























The themes of engagement, excitement, long-term retention, memorability, and 
confidence were further explored qualitatively to find reasons or themes 
contributing to their experience. The feedback was changed to themes and 
word frequencies and word clouds were formed to identify key themes for each 
topic within each treatment group. The themes are explored by theme, 
explanation of theme and then accompanied by evidence from participants’ 
responses. 
3.4.4.1 Engagement 
The word cloud showed there are several highly frequent themes regarding 
various aspects of engagement (see appendix 19). One of which was the fact 






However, some participants in the 3DM group and MR group felt a lack of 
time for the learning session through a lack of orientation to the technology. A 
participant in the MR group commented: “Also wasn't very familiar with the 
technology. I think if I were to do it again, I would be more confident. Needed 
more direction on what I need to know rather than trying to take everything in.” 
Between the 3DM group and MR group, visualization seemed to help with 
engagement with a participant from the 3DM group commenting, “The 3D 
computer models were very helpful though which kept it interesting because 
the understanding did slowly come.” 
Immersion was a theme that was beneficial to engagement which only the MR 
group had mentioned. An example of immersion was a participant 
commenting: “It was a much more immersive 3D diagram that made 
visualizing the anatomy a lot simpler and faster.” 
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Within the text-only group, they focused on the diagrams which benefitted 
them in engagement and visualization of the anatomy structures with comments 
such as: “The wordiness and jargon made me lose focus quickly, but the 
pictures helped maintain focus and put the text into context.” However, not all 
participants agreed and felt the diagrams were confusing by indicating “it was 
hard to engage and orientate images.” Confusion from the text was also a 
common comment among the participants of the text-only group with a 
participant commenting, “it was also explained in quite a confusing way - a lot 
of the concepts were explained in a more complicated way than was 
necessary”. However, some felt that the structure of the text worked well with 
“all the information in one handy place to learn.” It is also noteworthy that the 
ability to write notes was preferred for some participants with one commenting: 
“It’s easier to take information in when I am able to scribble out notes and 
highlight things.” 
3.4.4.2 Excitement 
A word cloud was produced when each treatment group was asked about the 
level of excitement with the learning tool with many themes identified (see 
appendix 20).  
The most common theme in the text-only group was of boredom; for example, 
a participant found it “hard to find reading off a page exciting.” Another reason 
which bored the participants was the standard learning style or a lack of 
novelty, for instance, a participant described the text as “a typical resource, it 
did not spark much interest in me. That might have affected my ability to grasp 
the information. I found my attention wandering off after a few minutes of 
reading the textbook material.” Another theme that was identified in the text-
only group was poor visualization. An example was a comment from a 
participant which “felt that paper was limiting in the way that there was a 
limited number of diagrams with specific perspectives and wasn't particularly 
suitable for learning anatomy”. 
The use of diagrams was another theme identified which was mentioned 
through the text-only group participant comments. Some participants found the 
diagrams lacking colours in some diagrams with the comment that “black and 
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white pictures were dull and hard to follow.” Others felt that there were 
insufficient or a “limited number of diagrams.” The lack of visualization was 
identified to affect their excitement. For example, “text isn't that exciting for 
learning a visual concept”. However, some participants felt positive about the 
diagrams; that “diagrams and flow charts are the best part of it really.”  
Another positive theme identified within the text-only group associated with 
the participants’ excitement. Some participants found the anatomy topic to be 
interesting; for example: “the visual pathway is interesting as it completely 
defies conventional thinking, it makes you convert your thoughts and shift 
them more to the anatomical structure that causes the complex and inverted 
processing of the brain.” 
Within the 3DM group, visualization was the most frequent theme which was 
identified, and it was helpful for the excitement of the participants. For 



















The MR group mentioned the theme of novelty in which many participants 
were excited with comments such as “it was really exciting to be able to engage 
in a new way with the learning material” and “holograms are exciting, and it 
would be very cool and beneficial to have them as part of future learning”. 
Although exciting and novel, some participants also mentioned that they 
required more time to become oriented to the device, for example: “It's new, it's 
exciting. Need more time to learn how to use it for it to be more useful than 
computer study.” Another major theme was the helpfulness in visualization and 
animations with a participant commenting, “awesome technology, a better way 
of viewing the material provided. Animated elements made it easier to 
understand the function.” Others also identified areas in which they felt the 
device was beneficial with a participant commenting, “I found it more 
stimulating being able to see structures and pathologies we wouldn't be able to 
see with gross structures in labs (wets, etc.).” However, there was a participant 
who did not enjoy the MR learning tool and felt it was overwhelming when 
using the new tool with the comment: “Overloaded with new terms and trying 
to use a new learning tool. Didn't enjoy this method of learning.” 
3.4.4.3 Long‐term Retention 
Many themes were identified within the word clouds produced when the 
participants were asked about how well the learning session helped them with 
long-term retention (see appendix 21). 
The theme of visualization and spatial learning was commented to be helpful 



















Participants in the 3DM group felt that the lack of revision highly affected their 
ability in long-term retention. Some participants felt that it was difficult to 
remember the specific names of the structures, but spatial knowledge seemed to 












limited, however, the information was clear.” There were also participants 
which had forgotten many areas of the content. For example, “the 
words/names that I saw in the test were familiar and I could recognise roughly 
what they meant but I forgot the specifics and their relations to each other.” 
Text-only group participants in response to the question of “How effective do 
you perceive the learning session was in helping you with long-term 
retention?” had commented “not very [helpful]” and felt that the lack of 
revision had an impact on the long-term retention of the learned material. An 
example of this is shown by the comment: “I tend to have to reinforce 
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information quite periodically - for example every three weeks.” The boredom 
feeling may have also decreased the long-term retention of the participants with 
a participant commenting it “wasn’t exciting enough to remember”. It was also 
felt that the learning style of a textbook was not interactive enough for the 
participant. For example, “I learn in a more interactive manner which is not 
really provided by textbooks.” It should also be noted that some participants 
felt that there was a lack of time for learning the material to a higher quality; an 
example of this can be seen through the comment: “Maybe could have done 
better with more time - so that I had the time to think through what I was 
reading and visualise it.” 
3.4.4.4 Memorability 
Many themes are identified when the participants were asked to openly 
comment on the memorability of the learning session (see appendix 22). 
The novel experience of the MR learning tool seems to help the memorability 
of the participants in the MR group. An example of a comment is: “Holograms 
are novel and exciting.” However, it may not have helped with remembering 
the content with a participant commenting, “I’ll remember the experience more 
than the content.” As well as being distracting for the participant, “mostly I was 
excited about using the hologram, so I didn’t focus much on the academic 
part.” The holographic visualization seemed to help with spatial learning with a 
participant commenting: “I think hologram will be a good way to explain 
anatomy and physiology concepts which are hard to describe accurately using 





In the 3DM group, although many participants enjoyed the learning session and 
felt that the experience itself was memorable, some felt they were unable to 









retention; for example, a participant commented, “I was surprised by how much 
I was still able to remember from the first session. I still had an image of the 
model in my head, but it was a bit blurred. And I still remembered a bit about 
the relative positions of things.” Another theme which was identified was 
interactivity which seems to help engage those who identify themselves as 
visual learners, “Really interesting, given I am a visual learner, it was good to 
be able to interact with the visual fields.”  
Within the text-only group, many participants had trouble remembering the 
content. For instance, “I vaguely remember how visual fields crossed over but 
couldn't accurately recall this, nor did I remember the names of areas of the 
brain or where things are orientated in relation to each other.” It seems that the 
ability to visualize the content helps with the memorability, however, most 
participants felt that the experience did not help with remembering the spatial 
or nominal information from the learning session. Examples of this were shown 
through comments like: “I remember doing it and I can picture the readings, 
but I couldn't remember the names or positioning of the pathways,” and “with 
the text-only part it was hard to visualise the pathways and for me this makes it 
difficult to remember details.” The lack of time in the learning session may 
have also affected the memorability of the content. For instance: “I needed 
more time to absorb the information.” Although some participants felt that the 
learning session “was interesting, something different” others felt that the text 
“was a dry and unrelatable way to learn.” 
3.4.4.5 Exam difficulty 
A wordcloud was produced to investigate the themes mentioned within the 
confidence of the treatment groups (see appendix 23). 
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For all participants, forgetting the content was the main theme which led to 
them feeling the anatomy tests were difficult or had low confidence. A 
demonstration of this can be shown through a comment such as: “did not 
remember the neural pathways or pathology of the visual pathways.” 
In the MR and 3DM group, some participants seemed to attribute 3D 
visualization and spatial learning in decreasing the difficulty of the test and 
increase in confidence. However, the nominal retention did not seem to be 





In the MR group, participants also felt that the lack of time in the learning 
session made retention more difficult. For instance, “I was familiar with visual 
pathways, I remembered them from the holograms, but I couldn't recall the 
names due to limited exposure.” A participant also mentioned that the use of 






Participants within the text-only group felt that the lack of revision had 
contributed to the increased difficulty of the test in both the spatial and nominal 
aspects. For instance, “was very very difficult ‐ especially the names for the 
pathologies and the relative positions of structures.” Some participants felt 
that the visualization of the concepts was difficult using the text and 2D 
images: “was hard to visualise the concept with just text.” As well, the 
learning session felt complicated or confusing and was thought to have an 






Many themes and suggestions were provided by all the participants from 
different groups after session 1. These were made into wordclouds to identify 
themes (see appendix 24). 
The challenges towards learning using the MR learning tool were identified by 
the MR group included the lack of time in the learning session, physically 
uncomfortable, technical issues, and dizziness. This can be seen through 











the resulting visual defect.” However, there were also many positive themes 
for learning were identified when using the MR learning tool which includes 
the spatial understanding and engagement were helped by the 3D visualization 






The 3DM also provided feedback on refining the 3D visualizer laptop-based 
program which includes “clearer labelling/categories” and that it “would be 
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cool if some background info could be integrated into the software 
complemented by the models.” The 3DM seemed to have helped with learning 
was difficult at times and this was seen through comments such as “The 
naming of structures was easy to remember thanks to the program, but the 
pathologies were much harder to learn.” Some participants also felt that the 
content was a little overwhelming with a participant commenting, “there is a lot 
of visual information to take in.” 
The text-only group had few positives (e.g. “clarity of the text”) and was 
focused more on the challenges with the text such as the difficulty in 
visualization, lack of time, and being unenjoyable. Examples of these can be 










At the end of session 2, all participants were asked for final comments about 
the study which produced wordclouds (see appendix 25). 
All participants discussed the MR experience and the benefit of having an 
instructor walk through the 3D holograms. It was also mentioned that 3D 
visualization of the MR learning tool helped with spatial understanding. These 
comments were taken from a participant in the MR group, 3DM group and 











compared to paper‐based learning.” As well, the MR learning tool felt natural 
to the participants which can be seen through the comment, “It was weird once 
the headset was taken off as the hologram felt natural like it should still be 
there.” The colour coding in the 3D holograms also seemed to be helpful for 




The MR group discussed the lack of orientation with some participants stating 
they used a portion of the of the learning session time to “suss out” how to use 

























The participants from the 3DM group felt that the MR visualization allowed the 
participants to more naturally engage with the learning material compared to 
the 3DM learning tool (3D visualizer on a laptop screen). An example of this 










The text-only group participants’ comments were mainly focused on their 
interaction with the MR visualizations in session 2. Themes identified from 
these participants include immersion, helped with learning and enjoyed the 
interactivity. These themes can be seen through comments such as: “Being able 
to move around it was helpful. I thought moving into the hologram and cutting 
through the model was really good.” Compared to the text, participants felt that 
the MR device helped them have an easier understanding of the spatial aspects 







anatomy than reading the text did.” However, some participants also felt some 






 Textbook style learning with or without 3DM models is superior to 
using the MR learning tool for nominal type (short-term) questions. 
 When learning from a textbook book, those with the ability to pay 
attention benefit the most in nominal knowledge (short-term) 
acquisition; while with 3DM there is no specific benefit. Students with 
better spatial short-term memory benefitted the most from the MR 
learning tool in answering spatial type (short-term) questions. 
 Textbook style learning with or without the MR learning tool is able to 
retain spatial knowledge up to a month. However, nominal information 
is only retained (up to a month) when using the MR learning tool as an 
adjuvant to text and 2D images. 
 Within the text-only group, attention ability is significantly inversely 
correlated with the spatial knowledge long-term retention; while in the 
3DM group, the ability to concentrate is significantly inversely 
correlated with the spatial knowledge long-term retention. These both 
could be caused by an inaccurate visualization of the structures, or an 
underrepresentation of the ‘correctness’ of scores.  
 In the MR group, there was a significant correlation between long-term 
spatial knowledge and the ability to solve problems with a logic 
process.   
 EEG data shows the MR group had higher awakeness during the 
entirety of the learning session. 




 On average, the mean rating of the MR learning tool was higher than 
the textbook style and 3DM learning tools in most specific aspects of 
user perception, usability, confidence, long-term retention, and 
memorability; except for the specific aspects of ability to focus, 
dizziness, and ease of use. 
3.5.2 Summary of Qualitative Results 
Figure 28 shows the main themes identified within each treatment group for 
each topic of interest. 
Topic of 
interest 
Main themes identified 
Text-only group 3DM group MR group 




 Ability to 
write 
 Interesting 
 Lack of time 
 Novel 
 Lack of time 
 Immersion 
Excitement  Boredom 
 Lack of 
novelty 










 Difficult to 
use 
 Lack of 
interactivity 
 Novelty 











 Lack of 
revision 
 Lack of 
interactivity 
 Lack of 
time 
 Lack of 
revision 






 Lack of 
orientation 















 Lack of 
time 
 Experience 




 Helpful for 
spatial 
retention 














 Lack of 
revision 











n helpful for 
spatial 
knowledge 
 Lack of time 











To our knowledge, this is the first study that has explored the learning 
outcomes of using textbook style, 3DM, and MR learning tools in retention 
rates over a month; as well as the first to use EEG data to quantitatively 
measure the awakeness of learners when using MR devices. Fifty-two second-
year University of Otago medical students were randomly assigned into to the 
three learning tools and had a test after their learning session and another a 
month later. The participants’ psychometric abilities, academic abilities, EEG 
data were also recorded to identify similarities and differences between the 
three groups. 
The three types of learning tools achieved the same level of nominal 
knowledge (long-term) outcomes and spatial knowledge (long-term) outcomes 
after a month. Participants part of the 3DM group and MR group had an overall 
more engaging, enjoyable and memorable experience which is consistent with 
previous research (1-3). This was reinforced through the EEG data which 
showed the MR group participants to have an overall increase mean in 
awakeness during the learning session (when reading text, using the 3D 
visualizer, or integrating both the text and 3D visualizer) compared to the text-
only group and 3DM group. 
This chapter is organised in the order of the research questions looking at short-
term nominal and spatial knowledge acquisition; long-term nominal and spatial 
knowledge retention and the feedback (qualitative and quantitative) of the three 
learning tools (textbook style, 3DM, and MR). Suggestions for implementation 
are also provided. Then the limitations of the study are discussed with potential 
ideas for future research. 
4.1 Short term anatomy knowledge acquisition 
To investigate the short-term performance in anatomy knowledge acquisition, 
the participants took an anatomy test (anatomy test 1) immediately after their 
learning session with their specific learning tool. The relationships were also 





Nominal type learning for short-term acquisition is better when learning using 
textbook style learning tools or 3DM as an adjuvant to text. This would suggest 
that the learning of nominal knowledge is not inhibited by technology. 
However, for the case of using MR, the short-term outcomes were significantly 
lower than textbook style and 3DM learning tools. This can be caused by 
various reasons such as the participants being distracted by the novelty and 
excitement of using an MR device or not being used to the tool. The latter can 
be due to needing more orientation with the device as they are not yet 
comfortable with using it such as focusing too much on the spatial aspects 
rather than the nominal aspects, or they are unsure of how the new learning tool 
is able to fit with their own learning style (examples of participant quotes can 
be seen in the qualitative section of results). Moreover, the participants may be 
more used to learning with text and laptop (3DM) devices as suggested by the 
higher average rating on “ease of use” compared to the MR device (see Figure 
25 and Table 10). 
It is also interesting that specific psychometric abilities were correlated with the 
different type of knowledge acquisition when using different learning tools. For 
example, there was a moderate and significant correlation between the attention 
ability and the nominal question type performance in anatomy test 1 for 
textbook style participants. This suggests that students with the ability to 
maintain attention can benefit from using textbooks when acquiring short-term 
nominal knowledge. Participants who used 3DM or MR visualizers with the 
provided text did not have any significant correlations which suggest a benefit 
or disadvantage with the psychometric traits that were tested. 
Overall, short-term nominal knowledge acquisition may be enhanced in 
students with higher attention abilities when using textbook style learning 
resources. While there seems to be no added benefit when using 3DM or MR. 
4.1.2 Spatial type (short‐term) information 
None of the learning tools (textbook style, 3DM, MR) were superior or inferior 
to one another in learning spatial type knowledge. This is interesting because 
the 3DM group and the MR group felt the 2D images were easier to understand 
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compared to the text-only group. However, the same participants also rated the 
text more difficult to understand than the text-only group which may be caused 
by a lack of time to fully understand the text which was mentioned by one of 
the text-only group participants. Participants from the MR group did mention 
they focused on the spatial information and relationships more than the 
nominal information when using the MR device which is consistent with 
previous research (90). Despite this, they did not seem to score significantly 
higher than the text-only group or 3DM group. This could be due to some 
participants stating that they spent part of the learning session getting used to 
the MR device thus reducing their time available in learning the material. 
There was a strong and significant correlation between participants with a 
higher spatial short-term memory ability and an enhanced performance in 
spatial type questions of anatomy test 1. This suggests that students are able to 
utilize their spatial short-term memory to enhance their spatial knowledge 
when using the MR visualizations.  
There are also other noteworthy moderate but non-significant correlations 
between psychometric abilities and enhanced spatial anatomy performance for 
the specific learning tools such as the visual spatial working memory ability 
also correlating with spatial anatomy performance of test 1 for the MR group. 
This could suggest that not only is short-term memory important for the recall 
of spatial information, but the spatial information may be kept in the working 
memory which also allows utilization of the information. 
In the text-only group, spatial type question performance was moderately but 
non-significantly correlated with mental rotation ability and visuospatial 
processing ability. This could be due to being more efficient in manipulating 
mental visualizations and in interpreting complex visual information and 
relationships when learning from a 2D image.  
For the 3DM group participants, the spatial type question performance was 
moderately but non-significantly correlated with the ability to maintain 
attention. This could be due to the visual pathway models being similar in 
shape and displayed in the same virtual location on the monitor with 
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differences only in colours or pathology. Attention could also be playing a role 
in associating the information from the text and 3DM visualizer together.  
Overall, this seems to suggest that the use of the MR tools does not rely on the 
individual to manipulate or process complex visual stimuli and does not rely on 
the individual’s ability to concentrate. Instead, learning of spatial knowledge 
can be enhanced in individuals with better spatial short-term memory and 
visual spatial working memory. 
4.2 Long‐term anatomy knowledge retention 
The long-term anatomy knowledge retention outcomes were measured after a 
month from the initial learning session using anatomy test 2. The largest factor 
in the decline in performance was the time over one month between anatomy 
test 1 and anatomy test 2 (ηp2 = 0.671). It was also shown that the participants 
may not be used to the style of questioning of the spatial type items as the type 
of question had a large effect size on performance (ηp2 = 0.214). When only 
comparing the anatomy test 2 performance, this showed that there was no 
superiority or inferiority of any of the learning tools. However, when taking 
into account anatomy test 1, there is a difference between the rate of retention 
of information of different question types. It indicates the MR group was the 
only treatment group that was able to retain both nominal knowledge and 
spatial knowledge. 
4.2.1 Nominal type (long‐term) information 
When comparing anatomy test 1 and anatomy test 2 scores; the participants 
using the MR learning tool did not have any significant decline in nominal 
knowledge while the participants in text-only and 3DM learning showed a 
significant decline in retention. This can be due to the participants retaining the 
nominal knowledge they had learnt from the initial learning session, or because 
of the ‘ceiling effect’ where the participants did not learn enough and thus did 
not show a significant decline.  
Regardless, the overall results suggest much of the acquired nominal 
knowledge in the short-term was lost when participants used the 3DM 
visualizer or text-only learning tools in the initial learning session. 
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The correlation between the psychometric abilities in relationship to anatomy 
test 2 specific tests scores was also explored to see if psychometric abilities in 
combinations with various learning tools are able to benefit or detriment the 
retention of specific nominal knowledge. Interestingly, there were no 
psychometric abilities identified which correlated with the anatomy test 2 
nominal type question performance for text-only or the MR group. However, 
for the 3DM group, there was a moderate but non-significant correlation 
between visuospatial processing performance and nominal knowledge 
retention. This seems to suggest that the ability to process and find 
relationships in complex visual stimuli helps with nominal retention; possibly 
due to better organization of complex information allowing for easier recall. 
4.2.2 Spatial type (long‐term) information 
The results showed no significant decline in spatial knowledge for participants 
using the text-only and MR learning tools, but it did show a decline for 
participants in the 3DM group. This suggests that there was retention in spatial 
type anatomy knowledge in the text-only group and MR group, but not the 
3DM group. In this case, it is unlikely due to the ‘ceiling effect’ that the text-
only group and MR group had no significant decline as the 3DM group had 
similar scores but had a significant decline. 
Surprisingly, in the text-only group, there was a significant and moderately 
negative correlation between the attention ability and the anatomy test 2 spatial 
type question performance. There was also a moderately negative but non-
significant correlation between the visuospatial processing ability and long-
term spatial type knowledge. This score could be influenced by an inaccurate 
mental visualization from the 2D images thus giving rise to inaccurate answers. 
For this reason, it could also be why there is a non-significant but moderately 
negative correlation between the long-term spatial anatomy performance and 
visual spatial working memory ability in the 3DM group. The 3DM group also 
has a moderately negative and significant relationship between response 
inhibition ability and long-term spatial type question performance. All of the 
above negative correlations could be a result of the marking schedule not 
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giving any points for partially correct answers, thus under-representing the 
“correctness” of partially correct answers. 
For the MR group, the long-term spatial type question performance was 
significantly and moderately correlated with the ability to apply logical rules 
and conclude. This ability to deduce a correct answer through logical reasoning 
requires recalling the correct visualization. This is further reinforced through a 
moderate but non-significant correlation between the spatial short-term 
memory ability and the spatial score, suggesting that an improved memory of 
spatial relationships is able to help with long-term spatial knowledge retention. 
Overall, for long-term spatial knowledge, learners should begin with a correct 
3D visualization of the anatomy structure which is afforded by the MR learning 
tool.  
4.3 Qualitative Feedback on Learning Tools and User Preferences 
The participants found the MR visualization to be most engaging quantitatively 
comparing mean ratings of the learning tools with textbook style and 3DM. 
The participants suggested a few reasons on their increased engagement such as 
increased immersion, clarity of the learning tool and the novelty of the 
technology. This is consistent with previous research on user acceptance of MR 
learning tools (3,103). It is uncertain however, how much this novel factor 
could carry forward after multiple uses with this tool. 
It was also interesting to see that despite the MR learning tool rated more 
difficult to use than the 3DM learning tool, participants still found the learning 
tool to be of higher quality and more enjoyable than the 3DM learning tool. 
This reinforces the power of novel technologies from past studies (92,96). 
However, the novelty can also negatively affect learning outcomes as they get 
too excited and fascinated by the technology they forget about learning from 
the tool. This was reinforced by a lower rated mean in the ability to focus when 
using the MR device compared to the 3DM learning tool.  
The textbook style learning, when compared with 3DM and MR learning tools, 
had consistently lower mean ratings in engagement, excitement, enjoyability, 
ability to focus on learning, ease of use, and quality of learning tool. This may 
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be because many participants felt the learning session was “standard”, “boring” 
and cumbersome to read. Participants also noted that the 2D images were more 
difficult to understand than when there is access to 3DM and MR learning tools 
which are agreed by past studies (2,128). However, without the adjuvant 3D 
visualizers, the text was rated to be easier to understand; possibly because the 
participants had more time to spend on the text during the learning session or 
they used the 3D visualizer learning tools as an anchor in responding to the 
question. 
The EEG BIS data suggests that the use of the MR device enhances the 
awakens of the learner in all parts of the learning session. Just wearing the 
HoloLens to read the text increases the awakeness of the participant when 
compared to textbook-only learning or 3DM learning. The MR group was also 
more awake than the 3DM group when both were using only the 3D visualizer 
or when the 3D visualizer was used in conjunction with the text.  
The MR learning tool had the highest rated dizziness with the highest standard 
deviation; meaning overall it could cause the user dizziness but varies between 
users. It was also shown that dizziness has a significant but weak relationship 
with nominal performance. This could explain some of the decreased 
performance of the MR participants compared to the text-only or 3DM group 
for anatomy test 1 nominal type questions. However, self-reported dizziness 
does not seem to correlate with the performance in the anatomy test after a 
month. This could indicate that despite an inferior short-term nominal 
knowledge acquisition using MR learning tool if they do learn the nominal 
terms, it is retained for at least a month. 
Other challenges with the MR tools include physical discomfort on some 
participants as it was “quite heavy” on their heads and the requirement of 
orientation to the tool. It is also interesting that the “lack of revision” was not 
the main problem for the 3D learning tool whereas it was the main problem 
identified in the textbook style and 3DM learning tool. This could be because 
there were other more pressing problems such as “lack of orientation” with the 
tool or it was too “distracting”. Or it could have been little concern as “it was 





Before using 3D visualizers, textbook style learning tools should be provided to 
students to allow them to become familiar with the terminologies of the topic 
(70). As well, when introducing the MR as an adjuvant for learning, it is 
important to provide an orientation time to the new learning tool for the 
purpose of allowing students to understand how MR can integrate with their 
learning and reduce the novelty effect so they do not become distracted by 
fascination but are still excited to use the new learning tool (97). 
The ability of the multiuser hologram display is that it allows a common or 
shared 3D visualization between users. As a teacher, it can be used to decrease 
errors in communication of spatial information and enable students to 
consistently have access to the 3D spatial relationships. 
Another suggestion for using the MR tool or other potentially heavy head-
mounted devices is to use them in short sections as it may cause physical 
discomfort and dizziness if worn for too long, which is consistent with past 
studies (101-103). 
4.4.2 Suggestions for Students 
It should be encouraged for students to take a multimodal approach when 
learning thus gaining different benefits as suggested by previous papers 
(135,136). For example, textbook style for learning terminology and 3D 
visualizers to help students with spatial understanding and mental visualization, 
especially students who have difficulty in mentally visualization 3D structures 
which is in agreement with previous research (96). 
It may also be worthwhile to suggest MR learning tools for students who excel 
in psychometric abilities such as ‘deductive reasoning’ or ‘spatial short-term 





Some participants noticed that the HoloLens device was “a little heavy” and 
caused dizziness. However, there is a lot of positive user acceptance and some 
users may be carried away in using the device for a long period of time they do 
not notice the uncomfortableness of the device. A suggestion on this could be 
implementing a notification for users to know how long they have been using 
the device and suggest them to take a break when worn for a long time. The 
dizziness should also be minimized for participants. Dizziness seemed to come 
from some of the MR visualizations being shaky and may be improved through 
an improved sensor, processing, or smoothing of the MR visualization 
movements. 
4.4.4 Material Creation Process 
Issues that teachers may face with using MR learning tools are where to find or 
how to make resources. The method to create the 3D models, animations, and 
programs as described in Figure 9, but a simpler method is possible as 
described below. Creating 3D models can be done effortlessly through more 
intuitive tools like using Tilt Brush by Google (137) in Virtual Reality and 
refined using free 3D modelling software like Blender (120). As well, for direct 
implementation into Microsoft HoloLens (113) can be done by uploading the 
3D model as an FBX 6.1 ASCII file into Microsoft OneDrive (138) and loading 
it an app on the Microsoft HoloLens (113) called 3D Viewer Beta (139). 
4.5 Limitations 
The study sample size (n = 52) could be considered as a small sample size and 
thus should be interpreted with this in mind. The results may have statistically 
non-significant results, but effect sizes were also reported to allow 
interpretation independent to sample size. 
Exclusion criteria had two exclusions which are noteworthy: to exclude those 
with a history of motion sickness or vertigo and those prescribed long-term use 
of medication. The purpose of excluding those with a history of motion 
sickness or vertigo was to reduce harm to the participants; however, this also 
means that there could have been an underrepresentation from the sample 
population on how easily the learning tools could cause dizziness on the 
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participants. As well, those prescribed long-term use of medication included 
females who were prescribed the oral contraceptive pill. This excluded a 
sizable portion of the females in the sample population. It should be noted that 
the number of females in the MR group was low despite randomisation and 
thus we cannot exclude this from influencing the outcomes in the MR group. 
However, since the literature shows that gender is a confounder because of the 
potential difference in visuospatial abilities (31,47), the psychometric tests 
were completed by the participants to ensure males and females did not have a 
significant difference in spatial abilities.  
It has already been identified that there are different types of anatomy 
knowledge (e.g. nominal and spatial). The specific topic chosen was the visual 
neural pathway in anatomy which can be considered spatially complex. This 
should be kept in mind when generalizing to other areas of anatomy or subjects 
outside of anatomy as it may require a different balance in various types of 
knowledge. 
Eight psychometric tests were completed in one after the other in the second 
follow-up session with the participant. This could have also resulted in fatigue 
of the participants which lead to them not fully concentrating or completing the 
psychometric tests to their best of their abilities. To reduce the effect of fatigue, 
the psychometric tests were completed in a random order.  
Participants were acquired from a class of second year medical students which 
can be considered to have no low-academic achievers. This can mean that these 
participants are used to the traditional methods of teaching and testing. As 
discussed earlier, prior research indicates that low-academic or middle-
academic achievers can benefit from a 3D learning tool (25,43,44). The scope 
of the study was aimed at a cohort of medical students. If we were to include 
those of lower academic achievement, it could over-estimate the benefit of a 
3D visualiser tool for a medical student cohort. 
The methodology before included 3 anatomy tests: pre-intervention, post-
intervention, and one-month post-intervention. It was assumed that the 
opportunity to complete a pre-intervention anatomy test would cause 
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participants to bias towards learning for the exam which is not representative of 
how well participants can learn from the learning session. Thus, the pre-
intervention anatomy test was removed. However, there still needed a way of 
observing participants’ anatomy ability. Thus, both self-reported and 
University of Otago level 100 anatomy (HUBS) paper grades were collected. 
However, it is important to note that, for postgraduate entry to medicine 
participants, their HUBS grade could have been from 3 years ago and thus may 
not fully reflect their ability in anatomy. As well, the alternative entry pathway 
participants may not have even completed the HUBS papers.  
Another potential random error could have occurred due to the timing of when 
participants came for session 1 and session 2. Factors which could affect 
performance included time of day, weekday, and other external factors (e.g. 
recently completing a test for class) could all play a factor into how well the 
participants performed during the session. Thus, to minimize differences 
between the participants, the sessions were limited to collecting data over a 
week for each session. 
It was also commented by a few participants that the learning session was too 
pressured, especially for those using the MR learning tool. Some of the 
participants suggested it was because they were still understanding how to use 
the MR learning tool, or the holograms were too mesmerizing they did not have 
enough time in the learning session to study satisfactorily. The timing of one 
hour for the first session was because of the time limitation of the study and the 
need to go through participant individually for the first session. For the MR 
group, the learning session may be underestimated due to having less time to 
learn the material. While the text-only group and 3DM group were more likely 
to have rote learned instead of understanding the content thus leading to their 
decrease in performance from anatomy test 1 to anatomy test 2. 
Another important limitation to discuss is the interpretation of retention. The 
data analysis used was to compare if there was a significant decline in each 
type of anatomy question types (comparing anatomy test 2 to anatomy test 1) 
within each group. An ideal situation for interpreting this would be if anatomy 
test 1 results were not significantly different comparing between groups, thus, 
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to indicate there was not starting difference between them. The MR group did 
not have significantly less knowledge in the spatial type question or mixed type 
questions when compared with the other groups in anatomy test 1. However, 
the MR group had significantly less nominal type knowledge when compared 
to the 3DM or textbook group in anatomy test 1. Thus, it could be postulated 
that there may be no benefit for nominal type questions. However, this would 
not explain the significant differences seen from the spatial type questions or 
mixed type questions. 
The marking schedule was originally designed with only the marks ‘correct’ 
and ‘incorrect’ in mind. However, ‘partially correct’ was introduced to the 
marking schedule since, during marking of the anatomy tests, many answers 
provided demonstrated some knowledge related to the question but not 
sufficient to be correct. As well, mark ‘empty’ was also introduced to the 
marking schedule as some questions did not receive an attempt from the 
participants. This meant the new marking schedule consisted of ‘correct’, 
‘partially correct’, ‘incorrect / insufficiently correct’, and ‘empty’. ‘Correct’ 
answers from the participant would receive full marks of the questions, while 
‘incorrect’ and ‘empty’ responses would receive no marks. However, this led to 
the problem of how many points or how much partial points should be given to 
responses marked ‘partially correct’. Due to the limited time on the study, a 
pilot of the test was not an option and thus it was decided that a conservative 
approach should be taken and ‘partially correct’ responses are marked 
equivalent to ‘incorrect’ or ‘empty’ with no mark allocated to that response. 
This resulted in the underrepresentation of the correctness of responses and 
may explain the negative correlations found between psychometric abilities and 
the anatomy test performances as seen in Appendix 16. 
It should also be noted that during the Pearson correlation analysis results (such 
as in Appendix 13 and Appendix 16), anything below r = 0.4 was considered as 
a weak relationship and thus suppressed during interpretation. 
4.6 Future Research 
The interpretation of results in this study should be in the context of a small 
study population intended as a preliminary exploration investigation to 
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compare the effectiveness of learnings tools such as textbook style, 3DM, and 
MR. Future research should also engage in a randomized type study with a 
larger cohort exposed to MR comparing to the same or other types of learning 
tools for a longer period of time. This will allow sufficient time for students to 
become familiar with the tool and how to implement the tools in their learning 
and would simulate a more continuous style of learning and revision. The 
larger cohort would also allow the investigation of cultural differences in 
learning and if there are any benefits in various cohorts. Another potential 
factor which can be investigated is identifying student learning styles and relate 
those to their performance in anatomy by using various tools.  
4.7 Conclusion 
This study, to our knowledge, was the first of its kind which compared the 
learning tools of textbook style, 3DM, and MR learning tools qualitatively and 
quantitatively in the short-term anatomy acquisition and retention over a 
month. It was found that the text-only group and 3DM group on average 
performed better than the MR group in the short-term only in nominal type 
questions. While none of the learning tools were superior or inferior for 
performance in spatial type and mixed type questions in the short-term. The 
MR group retained their performance in nominal and spatial type knowledge 
after a month, while the text-only group retained their performance only in 
spatial type knowledge and 3DM group was unable to retain performance in 
nominal or spatial type knowledge after a month. The ability to focus using the 
MR learning tool on average was less than the 3DM group. Despite this, the 
open responses from participants emphasised the use of the MR learning tool 
compared to the textbook style and 3DM learning tools had improved 
engagement, immersion, excitement, enjoyment, and was easier to understand 
the text and 2D images. Furthermore, exploring the EEG BIS data, the 
participants in the MR group also averaged a higher awakeness level during the 































Table 13 - Psychometric tests overview and explanation of outcomes 
Type Test Name Outcome 
Measure 
Definition of outcome measure 
from CBS 
Memory Spatial Span Spatial 
Short-term 
memory 
The cognitive system that allows 
for temporary storage of 
spatial information in memory. 
Spatial short-term memory deals 
with the relationships between 
objects in space, as opposed to 
remembering the specific order 
of numbers or words involved in 







The ability to temporarily hold 
information in memory and 
manipulate or update it based on 
changing circumstances or 
demands. This test involves 
reproducing a set of relationships 





The ability to remember and 
recall specific events, paired 
with the context in which they 
occurred, such as identifying 




Reasoning Rotations Mental 
rotation 
A function of visual 
representation in the brain, 
mental rotation is the ability to 
efficiently manipulate mental 
representations of objects in 
order to make valid conclusions 
about what objects are and 
where they belong. 




The core cognitive ability to 
apply rules to information in 
order to arrive at a logical 
conclusion. 
Reasoning Polygons Visuospatial 
Processing 
The ability to effectively process 
and interpret visual information, 
such as complex visual stimuli 




Attention The ability to muster mental 
concentration and focus in 
order to monitor for a specific 





The ability to concentrate on 
relevant information in order to 
make a correct response despite 












Picture of test Test end 
condition 





























Number of correct  
– number of incorrect 
True True C = Congruent 
I = Incongruent 
1st letter refers to top 
(probe) word 




 Percent correct of 
CC 
 Percent correct of 
CI 
 Percent correct of 
IC 




 Average reaction 
time (ART) or 
CC 
 ART of CI 
 ART of IC 











True True  Number of 
puzzles attempted 
 Number of errors 
 Highest level 
completed 
 Primary measure 



























3 minutes Number of correct – 
number of incorrect 
True True  Number of puzzles 
attempted 
 Number of errors 
 Highest level 
completed 
 Primary measure 
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True True  Number of puzzles 
attempted 
 Number of errors 
 Highest level 
completed 
 Primary measure 











True True  Number of 
puzzles attempted 
 Number of errors 
 Highest level 
completed 
 Primary measure 






Figure 29 - Photo of using the 3DM laptop program setup 
 
 





Figure 31 - Superior View of Model 10 
  
 












Figure 34 - View of the student investigator with another student pointing and discussing about 
the same hologram 
 
 
Figure 35 - View of the student investigator asking participants to look from an inferior 





Figure 36 - Photo taken of three participants looking at different parts of the same hologram 
model through their HoloLens HMD 
 
 
Figure 37 - Photo taken of two participants communicating about the same hologram model 





Figure 38 - Photo taken of three participants discussing about an area of the same hologram 
through their HoloLens 
 
 

















Introduction to the Visual Pathway 
The visual pathway begins at the retinas of the eyes and extends to the occipital lobes 
of the brain. The visual system comprises of the retinas, optic nerves, optic chiasm, 
optic tract, lateral geniculate nucleus, optic radiation, and visual cortex. (See Figure 12-
2) 
 
This figure is from page 156 in Young and Young, 1997 (119) 
We also will discuss the visual field representation (what the patient sees) and how it is 
affected by lesions along the visual pathway. 
Visual Field 
The field of vision is divided into four quadrants: 
 upper right,  
 upper left,  
 lower right,  
 and lower left.  
The quadrants are demarcated by imaginary horizontal and vertical lines through the 




This figure is from page 158 in Young and Young, 1997 (119) 
These visual field quadrants are projected onto each retina in a reversed and inverted 
pattern (left to right and upside down) through the action of the retina. For example, 
objects in the left part of the binocular visual field register on the right half of each 
retina, and objects in the upper part of the visual field register on the lower half. This 







The visual fields of the two eyes overlap across two-thirds of the total visual field. 
(Figure 28.10)  
 
This figure is from page 296 in Fitzgerald et. al, 2012 (118) 
From a clinical standpoint, it is essential to appreciate that vision is a crossed sensation. 
The visual field on one side of the visual axis registers on the visual cortex ‘sees’ the 
left visual field. Only half of the visual information crosses in the optic chiasma, for the 
simple reason that the other half has already crossed the midline in space. 
Visual defects caused by interruption of the visual pathway are always described from 






Optic nerve, optic tract 
The optic nerve is formed by the axons of the retinal ganglion cells. The axons acquire 
myelin sheaths as they leave the optic disc. The optic nerves from each eye process 
posteriorly and medially, enter the cranial cavity through the optic foramina, and fibres 
unite to form the optic chiasm. At the optic chiasm the medial fibres of the optic nerves 
(which represent the lateral visual field) will cross to the contralateral side. The lateral 
fibres of the optic nerves do not cross.  
The visual pathway after the optic chiasm is termed the optic tract. Each optic tract 
winds anterolaterally to the lateral sides of the midbrain. The tract then enters and 
terminates at the ventral surface of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN).  
The partial decussation of the optic chiasm brings all of the optic nerve fibres 
transmitting impulses from either the right or the left half of the field of vision into the 
contralateral optic tract.  
 
Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) 
The optic tract enters the LGN at its ventral surface and exits as the optic radiation. The 
LGN sits laterally to the midbrain as shown in Figures 12-4 and 12-3. 
 
This figure is adapted from page 157 in Young and Young, 1997 (119) 
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Optic radiation and primary visual cortex 
It travels from the lateral geniculate nucleus to the primary visual cortex. The fibres of 
the optic radiation sweep to the lateral surface of the lateral ventricle.  
The more dorsal fibres (Baum’s Loop) proceed directly posteriorly, initially within the 
parietal lobe. They will continue to wrap a part of the lateral surface of the lateral 
ventricle and then move superiorly over the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle. 
Baum’s Loop fibres are destined for the upper half of the primary visual cortex 
(cuneus).  
The more ventral fibres (Meyer’s Loop) first projects anteriorly and wraps over the 
inferior horn of the lateral ventricle, then proceed to wrap a part of the lateral surface of 
the lateral ventricles. They will continue by passing the inferior surface of the posterior 
horn of the lateral ventricle before reaching the visual cortex. Meyer’s Loop fibres are 
destined for the lower half of the primary visual cortex (lingual gyrus). 
The anatomy of the optic radiation is shown in Figure 28.7. 
 
This figure is from page 294 in Fitzgerald et. al, 2012(118) 
Visual Cortex 
The visual cortex is in the occipital lobe, the lobe most posterior in the brain. The visual 
cortex consists of the following brain regions: the cuneus (upper half), calcarine sulcus 
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(separation of the upper and lower half of the visual cortex) and lingual gyrus (lower 
half). In summary, the cuneus sits superiorly on the calcarine sulcus, while the lingual 
gyrus is inferior to the calcarine sulcus. (See Figure 12-4 (page 1)) 
 
Pathology of the visual pathway (Figure 12-5) 
Lesions in various parts of the visual path are described according to the visual field 
deficits that result. Knowledge of the representation of the fields of vision in the visual 
paths is of medical importance. 
Visual defects are homonymous when confined to the same part of the visual field in 
each eye. They are heteronymous when the part of the visual field lost in each eye is 
different. A homonymous defect results from lesions in the visual pathway distal to the 
optic chiasm. For example, destruction of the optic tract, lateral geniculate nucleus, 
optic radiation, or visual cortex results in loss of the entire opposite field of vision in 
each eye, a phenomenon referred to as contralateral hemianopsia. 
Impingement of the optic chiasm can have several causes. Easiest understood is a 
tumour growth of the pituitary gland. The pituitary gland is located inferior to the optic 
chiasm. Enlargement of the pituitary gland will result in the interruption of the medial 
fibres of each optic nerve, which will present as loss of the lateral visual fields. This 
visual deficit is referred to as bitemporal hemianopsia. 
There are many more pathologies of the visual pathways that can arise. Using Figure 
12-5, try to understand how the different lesions along the visual pathway result in a 




























1 Which lobe of the brain 
contains the visual 
cortex? 




2 What is name of the 
visual neural pathway 
between the retina and 
optic chiasm? 
Optic nerve - -   
Nominal, 
Medium 
3 What is the name of the 
visual neural pathway 
between the optic chiasm 
Optic tract - -   
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4 What is the name of the 
overall visual neural 
pathway structure 
between the lateral 
geniculate nucleus and 
the visual cortex? 
Any of: 
 Optic radiation 
 Meyer's loop  
 Baum's loop 
- -   
Nominal, 
Difficult 
5 What is the name of the 
brain region superior to 
the calcarine sulcus? 
Cuneus (gyrus) - -   
Nominal, 
Difficult 
6 What is the name of the 
brain region inferior to 
the calcarine sulcus? 





7 Please draw the visual 
field defect that results 
when there is damage to 
the left optic nerve.  
- -   
Mixed, 
Easy 
8 What is the name of the 
visual field defect that 
results when there is 
damage to the left optic 
nerve? 
Any of: 
 Blindness in left eye 
 Left monocular 
blindness 
Any of: 
 Can't see 
-   
Mixed, 
Medium 
9 If the right lateral 
geniculate body was 
damaged, name the likely 
visual field defect. 
"Left Homonymous 
Hemianopia" 













10 If the optic chiasm was 
damaged, draw the likely 
visual field defect: 
 
 
-   
Mixed, 
Difficult 
11 A tumor was discovered 
on the anterior aspect of 
the posterior horn of the 
ventricle. Please name the 
likely visual field defect. 
Left homonymous inferior 
quadrantanopia 
Any of these words: 
 homonymous  
 quadrantanopia 










12 Please shade in which 
area of the retina which 
is involved in seeing an 
object in the top left 
quadrant of the visual 
field (as shown below): 
 
Any of the below: 
 







13 Where is the position of 
the pituitary gland from 
the perspective of the 
optic chiasm? 
Pituitary gland is inferior to 
the optic chiasm. 
- -   
Spatial, 
Easy 
14 Which direction (relative 
to the lateral genicular 
nucleus) does the optic 
tract come into the lateral 
geniculate nucleus? 
Any of these: 
 Anteriorly 
 Ventrally 
Any of these: 
 Lateral 
-   
Spatial, 
Medium 
15 Where is the position of 
the Meyer's loop from the 
perspective of the 
At least two of the 
following: 
Only one of the following: 
 Posterior  





anterior horn of the 
lateral ventricle? 
 Posterior  
 Lateral  
 Inferior 






16 Which quarter of the 
retina can perceive the 
shaded region of the 







-   
Spatial, 
Difficult 
17 Describe the position of 
Baum's loop relative to 
the posterior horn of the 
lateral ventricle. 
All of the below: 
 Lateral 
 Superior 
Only one of the below: 
 Lateral 
 Superior 








18 Describe the position of 
Meyer's loop relative to 
the posterior horn of the 
lateral ventricle. 
All of the below: 
 Lateral 
 Inferior 
Only one of the below: 
 Lateral 
 Inferior 









Table 15 - Independent sample t-tests for comparing genders in visuospatial performance 
Psychometric tests 
Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances  t-test for Equality of Means 
F p 
 







Interval of the 
Difference 
 Lower Upper 
Memory - Spatial Short-term memory 
 Equal variances assumed 0.04 0.851  -1.53 49 0.133 -0.44 0.29 -1.02 0.14 
Reasoning - Mental Rotation 
 Equal variances assumed 3.51 0.067  1.02 49 0.315 11.00 10.83 -10.76 32.76 
Memory - Visual Spatial working memory 
 Equal variances assumed 2.82 0.099  0.14 49 0.887 0.06 0.41 -0.77 0.88 
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Reasoning - Visuospatial processing 
 Equal variances assumed 6.53* 0.014  -0.27 49 0.789 -1.88 6.99 -15.92 12.16 
Equal variances not assumed    -0.32 47.28 0.753 -1.88 5.94 -13.83 10.07 
Note: Coding of male = 1, female = 0; p = significance; df = degrees of freedom; * p < 0.05 







Table 16 - Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances for one-way ANOVA 
 Levene’s 
Statistic 
df1 df2 p 
Test 1 Nominal 
Correct 
1.24 2 49 0.298 
Test 1 Mixed Correct 3.30* 2 49 0.045 
Test 1 Spatial Correct 2.53 2 49 0.090 








Table 17 - Bivariate correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question Type Score and 
Psychometric Tests Performance for all participants 
Psychometric 
tests 
Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Spatial type 
question score 
r p  r p  r p 








0.29* 0.037  0.04 0.797  0.09 0.534 
Episodic 
memory 
-0.04 0.773  0.03 0.837  0.10 0.477 
         
Reasoning         
Mental 
rotations score 




0.23 0.102  0.25 0.081  0.28* 0.043 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
-0.17 0.239  -0.07 0.622  0.08 0.565 
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Concentration         




0.11 0.431  0.01 0.942  -0.09 0.528 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 





Table 18 - Bivariate correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question Type Score and 
Psychometric Tests Performance for Text-only group participants 
 Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type question 
score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Spatial type question 
score 
r p  r p  r p 








0.48 0.051  -0.28 0.272  -0.18 0.497 
Episodic 
memory 
0.13 0.609  -0.11 0.665  -0.09 0.720 
         
Reasoning         
Mental 
rotations score 




0.43 0.084  0.18 0.493  0.42 0.093 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
0.05 0.865  0.09 0.728  0.13 0.622 
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Concentration         




0.47 0.055   0.18 0.498   -0.42 0.090 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 





Table 19 - Bivariate correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question Type Score and 
Psychometric Tests Performance for 3DM group participants 
 Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
questions’ score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type 
questions’ score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Spatial type 
questions’ score 
r p  r p  r p 








0.10 0.737  -0.08 0.782  -0.20 0.484 
Episodic 
memory 
-0.30 0.377  -0.32 0.249  0.27 0.323 
         
Reasoning         
Mental 
rotations score 




0.29 0.287  0.49 0.061  0.13 0.642 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
-0.24 0.395  -0.21 0.462  -0.08 0.769 
         









-0.20 0.478   -0.42 0.118   -0.12 0.684 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 





Table 20 - Bivariate correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question Type Score and 
Psychometric Tests Performance for MR group participants 





1 Mixed type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 1 
Spatial type 
question score 
r p  r p  r p 








-0.08 0.754  0.23 0.343  0.41 0.080 
Episodic 
memory 
-0.04 0.879  0.36 0.126  0.19 0.445 
         
Reasoning         
Mental rotations 
score 
0.02 0.935  0.33 0.167  0.06 0.798 
Visuospatial 
processing score 
0.10 0.690  0.23 0.350  0.19 0.425 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
0.01 0.972  0.01 0.958  0.22 0.386 
         
Concentration         
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Attention score 0.13 0.609  0.38 0.108  0.25 0.313 
Response 
inhibition score 
0.06 0.796   0.11 0.651   0.17 0.495 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 























Time 1.00 0.00 0  1.00 1.00 1.00 
Question_Type 0.97 1.35 2 0.51 0.97 1.00 0.50 
Time * 
Question_Type 
0.96 2.01 2 0.37 0.96 1.00 0.50 
Note: Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonormalized 
transformed dependent variables is proportional to an identity matrix. df = degrees of 
freedom; p = significance 
bMay be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of significance. 
Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects Effects table. 
 
Table 22 - Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances for Mixed ANOVA 
Test Scores Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 p 
Test 1 
Nominal  
0.89 2 48 0.418 
Test 1 Mixed  2.97 2 48 0.061 
Test 1 Spatial  2.67 2 48 0.080 
Test 2 
Nominal  
0.79 2 48 0.460 
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Test 2 Mixed  0.03 2 48 0.974 
Test 2 Spatial  1.31 2 48 0.279 
Note: Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent 
variable is equal across groups based on the mean. df = degrees of freedom; p 
= significance 
 
Table 23 - Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices for Mixed ANOVA 
Box's M F df1 df2 p 
62.68 1.22 42 6340.98 0.160 
Note: Tests the null hypothesis that the observed covariance matrices of the 

























86.537 1 86.537 
97.95
9 
.000 .671 97.959 1.000 
Time * 
B_01_TxG 
9.936 2 4.968 5.624 .006 .190 11.248 .837 
Error(Time) 42.403 48 .883      
Question_Type 
39.126 2 19.563 
13.03
5 
.000 .214 26.069 .997 
Question_Type * 
B_01_TxG 
13.618 4 3.405 2.268 .067 .086 9.074 .643 
Error(Question_
Type) 
144.081 96 1.501      
Time * 
Question_Type 




16.353 4 4.088 4.175 .004 .148 16.699 .910 
Error(Time*Que
stion_Type) 
94.013 96 .979      
Note: Sphericity is assumed. df = degrees of freedom; p = significance 















Intercept 1739.52 1 1739.52 427.64 0.000 0.90 427.64 1.00 
B_01_Tx
G 
28.11 2 14.05 3.46 0.040 0.13 6.91 0.62 
Error 195.25 48 4.07      
Note: df = degrees of freedom; p = significance 







Table 26 - Bivariate Correlations between the anatomy test 2 specific question type 
and psychometric tests performance for all participants 
 Anatomy Test 2 
Nominal type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 
2 Mixed type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 
2 Spatial type 
question score 
r p  r p  r p 








0.03 0.813  -0.16 0.259  -0.05 0.709 
Episodic 
memory 
-0.05 0.752  0.08 0.580  -0.09 0.513 
         
Reasoning         
Mental rotations 
score 
-0.04 0.804  -0.04 0.771  0.15 0.305 
Visuospatial 
processing score 
0.06 0.699  0.18 0.210  -0.10 0.477 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
-0.15 0.284  0.02 0.869  0.15 0.295 
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Concentration         
Attention score 0.06 0.685  0.20 0.159  -0.05 0.723 
Response 
inhibition score 
0.10 0.506  -0.11 0.465  -0.08 0.583 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 





Table 27 - Bivariate Correlations between the anatomy test 2 specific question type 
and psychometric tests performance for text-only group participants 
 Anatomy Test 
2 Nominal type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 
2 Mixed type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 2 
Spatial type 
question score 
r p  r p  r p 








-0.08 0.758  -0.37 0.150  -0.25 0.334 
Episodic 
memory 
-0.09 0.731  0.22 0.386  -0.33 0.196 
         
Reasoning         
Mental rotations 
score 
-0.08 0.759  0.14 0.604  -0.06 0.824 
Visuospatial 
processing score 
0.03 0.915  0.28 0.276  -0.46 0.066 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
0.18 0.483  0.13 0.632  -0.15 0.556 
         
Concentration         
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Attention score 0.15 0.559  0.13 0.631  -0.54* 0.024 
Response 
inhibition score 
0.12 0.654  0.26 0.316  -0.34 0.183 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 





Table 28 - Bivariate Correlations between the anatomy test 2 specific question type 
and psychometric tests performance for 3DM group participants 
 Anatomy Test 
2 Nominal type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 2 
Mixed type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 2 
Spatial type 
question score 
r p  r p  r p 








0.37 0.173  -0.25 0.376  -0.41 0.130 
Episodic 
memory 
0.12 0.663  -0.20 0.467  -0.34 0.218 
         
Reasoning         
Mental rotations 
score 
0.30 0.277  -0.23 0.42  0.05 0.863 
Visuospatial 
processing score 
0.49 0.061  0.57* 0.026  0.11 0.708 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
-0.11 0.692  0.11 0.696  0.05 0.869 
         
Concentration         
Attention score 0.43 0.112  -0.04 0.901  -0.21 0.453 
Response 
inhibition score 
0.22 0.426  -0.40 0.145  -0.53* 0.044 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 




Table 29 - Bivariate Correlations between the anatomy test 2 specific question type 
and psychometric tests performance for MR group participants 
 Anatomy Test 
2 Nominal type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 
2 Mixed type 
question score  
Anatomy Test 2 
Spatial type 
question score 
r p  r p  r p 








-0.03 0.889  -0.09 0.771  0.27 0.260 
Episodic 
memory 
-0.11 0.667  0.14 0.567  0.26 0.293 
         
Reasoning         
Mental rotations 
score 
-0.19 0.446  -0.15 0.545  0.39 0.099 
Visuospatial 
processing score 
-0.06 0.805  -0.12 0.624  0.08 0.750 
Deductive 
Reasoning 
-0.38 0.112  -0.05 0.831  0.49* 0.034 
         
Concentration         
Attention score -0.17 0.476  0.32 0.179  0.40 0.094 
Response 
inhibition score 
0.04 0.867  -0.31 0.199  0.35 0.143 
Note: r = Pearson correlation; p = significance 
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Table 30 - Table comparing the normalized BIS score between treatment groups and 
during different observed learning actions 
 
Treatment group 
Using only text  Using only device  
Using text and 
device 
M SD  M SD  M SD 
Text-only group 0.87 0.14       
3DM group 0.85 0.14  0.87 0.15  0.86 0.13 
MR group 0.90 0.10  0.89 0.15  0.88 0.12 




Figure 41 - Cluster bar graph comparing the normalized BIS score between treatment 
















Table 31 - Descriptive analysis of questionnaire 5-point Likert scale ratings on user perception responses, usability responses, text difficulty or 
confidence, memorability and long-term retention 
 Text-only group  3DM group  MR group 
M SD Skewness Kurtosis  M SD Skewness Kurtosis  M SD Skewness Kurtosis 
User Perception 
Responses 
    
 
    
 
    
"I was engaged with the 
learning tool I received." 
3.00 0.77 -0.88 1.72  3.73 0.96 -1.61 4.20  4.11 1.15 -1.45 1.82 
"I found the learning tool 
to be exciting." 
2.00 0.84 0.67 0.43  3.40 0.91 0.34 -0.33  4.47 0.96 -2.83 9.61 
"I found the learning 
session enjoyable." 
2.83 0.71 -0.87 1.91  3.93 0.88 -0.57 0.09  4.47 0.96 -2.83 9.61 
"I was able to focus on 
learning." 
2.94 0.87 -0.48 -0.19  4.00 0.85 -0.82 0.97  3.47 1.31 -0.52 -0.59 
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Usability Responses               
"I felt dizzy during the 
learning session." 
1.22 0.55 2.57 6.36  1.07 0.26 3.87 15.00  1.53 1.07 1.73 1.43 
"I found the learning tool 
easy to use." 
3.44 1.25 -0.57 -0.15  4.33 0.82 -0.74 -1.02  3.68 1.11 -0.66 0.35 
"I found the learning tool 
to be of high quality." 
3.17 1.10 -0.67 -0.01  3.80 0.78 -0.68 1.08  4.16 0.83 -0.96 1.04 
"I found the models in the 
learning tool easy to 
understand." 
- - - -  4.00 1.00 -0.50 -0.91  4.11 1.05 -1.52 3.01 
"I found the images in the 
text easy to understand." 
2.72 1.36 0.25 -1.16  3.33 1.23 -0.74 -0.03  3.37 1.07 0.08 -1.17 
"I found the text easy to 
understand." 
3.28 1.02 -0.26 0.39  2.80 1.21 0.16 -0.94  3.05 1.08 -0.11 -0.99 
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Test difficulty or 
confidence 
              
"I feel I did well on the 
test." 
2.00 0.77 0.00 -1.19  2.07 0.88 0.57 0.09  2.00 1.05 0.32 -1.56 
How difficult did you find 
this test?  
(1 = easy; 5 = hard) 
4.47 0.62 -0.75 -0.22  4.40 0.63 -0.55 -0.39  4.37 0.68 -0.63 -0.53 
               
Memorability and 
retention 
              
How memorable was the 
learning session?  
(1 = not memorable; 5 = 
memorable) 
2.36 0.84 0.07 -0.18  2.87 1.13 0.99 -0.40  3.74 1.15 -0.66 0.12 
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How effective do you 
perceive the learning 
session was in helping you 
with long-term retention?  
(1 = not effective; 5 = 
effective) 
1.93 0.88 0.14 -1.78  2.47 1.19 0.68 -0.08  3.26 1.20 -0.35 -0.28 










Figure 43 - 3DM group Engagement themes 
 





Figure 45 - Text-only group Excitement themes 
 
 
Figure 46 - 3DM group Excitement themes 
 





Figure 48 - Text-only group long-term retention themes 
 
Figure 49 - 3DM group long-term retention themes 
 





Figure 51 - Text-only memorability themes 
 
Figure 52 - 3DM memorability themes 
 





Figure 54 - Text-only group exam difficulty themes 
 
 
Figure 55 - 3DM group exam difficulty themes 
 
 





Figure 57 - Text-only group session 1 additional comments themes 
 
Figure 58 - 3DM group session 1 additional comments themes 
 





Figure 60 - Text-only group session 2 additional comments themes 
 
Figure 61 - 3DM group session 2 additional comments themes 
 






Table 32 - ANOVA comparing the treatment group baseline characteristics of 
academic ability and psychometric ability. 




Square F p 
Self-reported 
academic ability 
Between Groups 1.892 2 .946 2.93 0.06 
Within Groups 15.801 49 .322   
Total 17.692 51    
Self-reported 
anatomy ability 
Between Groups 1.232 2 .616 1.34 0.27 
Within Groups 22.537 49 .460   
Total 23.769 51    
HUBS191 GPA Between Groups .530 2 .265 .27 0.76 
Within Groups 42.959 44 .976   
Total 43.489 46    
HUBS192 GPA Between Groups .778 2 .389 .49 0.62 
Within Groups 34.924 44 .794   
Total 35.702 46    
Visuospatial 
processing score 
Between Groups 8.214 2 4.107 2.30 0.11 
Within Groups 85.472 48 1.781   
Total 93.686 50    
Spatial Short-
Term Memory 
Between Groups 3.923 2 1.962 2.11 0.13 
Within Groups 44.665 48 .931   
Total 48.588 50    
Episodic Memory Between Groups .041 2 .020 .01 0.99 
Within Groups 71.645 48 1.493   
Total 71.686 50    
Mental Rotation Between Groups 702.433 2 351.217 .25 0.78 
Within Groups 65754.076 48 1369.877   
Total 66456.510 50    
Visuospatial 
memory 
Between Groups 251.773 2 125.886 .23 0.80 
Within Groups 26903.207 48 560.483   





Between Groups 40.423 2 20.211 1.65 0.20 
Within Groups 587.930 48 12.249   
Total 628.353 50    
Attention Between Groups 4537.707 2 2268.853 1.76 0.18 
Within Groups 61894.921 48 1289.478   
Total 66432.627 50    
Response 
Inhibition 
Between Groups 215.478 2 107.739 .45 0.64 
Within Groups 11539.502 48 240.406   








Table 33 - Spearman’s rho correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question 
Type Score and Psychometric Tests Performance for all participants. 
 
Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
questions’ score 
 Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type 
questions’ score 












Memory         
Spatial Short-Term Memory .157 .272  .273 .052  .184 .196 
Visual Spatial Working Memory .310* .027  .005 .971  .038 .791 
Episodic Memory -.059 .682  .044 .762  .101 .479 
Reasoning         
Mental Rotation .107 .454  .213 .134  .245 .082 
Visuospatial processing  .240 .089  .318* .023  .220 .121 
Deductive Reasoning -.182 .200  -.122 .396  .092 .519 
Concentration         
Attention .232 .102  .193 .176  .197 .166 
Response Inhibition .045 .752  -.065 .649  -.160 .263 




Table 34 - Spearman’s rho correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question 
Type Score and Psychometric Tests Performance for Textbook only group 
participants. 
 
Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
questions’ score 
 Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type 
questions’ score 












Memory         
Spatial Short-Term Memory -.078 .766  .321 .209  -.130 .618 
Visual Spatial Working Memory .478 .052  -.211 .416  -.275 .285 
Episodic Memory .104 .693  -.044 .867  -.046 .861 
Reasoning         
Mental Rotation .046 .860  -.021 .936  .392 .120 
Visuospatial processing .424 .090  .309 .228  .377 .136 
Deductive Reasoning -.010 .968  .101 .701  .092 .727 
Concentration         
Attention .526* .030  .183 .481  .235 .364 
Response Inhibition .361 .154  .153 .557  -.392 .120 




Table 35 - Spearman’s rho correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question 
Type Score and Psychometric Tests Performance for 3DM group 
participants. 
 
Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
questions’ score 
 Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type 
questions’ score 












Memory         
Spatial Short-Term Memory -.151 .592  -.222 .427  -.313 .256 
Visual Spatial Working Memory .109 .699  -.108 .701  -.145 .606 
Episodic Memory -.315 .253  -.253 .363  .292 .292 
Reasoning         
Mental Rotation .116 .680  .186 .508  .185 .510 
Visuospatial processing .316 .251  .458 .086  .004 .989 
Deductive Reasoning -.207 .460  -.201 .472  -.168 .549 
Concentration         
Attention .114 .685  -.022 .938  .169 .546 
Response Inhibition -.192 .493  -.530* .042  -.023 .935 
Note: p = significance, * significant at the p < 0.05 level 
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Table 36 - Spearman’s rho correlations of Anatomy Test 1 Specific Question 
Type Score and Psychometric Tests Performance for MR group participants. 
 
Anatomy Test 1 
Nominal type 
questions’ score 
 Anatomy Test 1 
Mixed type 
questions’ score 












Memory         
Spatial Short-Term Memory .255 .292  .459* .048  .623* .004 
Visual Spatial Working Memory .077 .755  .223 .360  .511* .025 
Episodic Memory -.022 .930  .404 .086  .174 .477 
Reasoning         
Mental Rotation .007 .978  .304 .206  .094 .703 
Visuospatial processing .092 .707  .306 .203  .135 .581 
Deductive Reasoning -.071 .771  -.072 .768  .237 .328 
Concentration         
Attention .128 .601  .382 .107  .197 .420 
Response Inhibition -.017 .945  .068 .782  .027 .914 
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